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Respiratory! motion! causes! artifacts! and! blurring! of! cardiac! structures! in!
reconstructed!images!of!SPECT!and!PET!cardiac!studies.!Hysteresis!in!respiratory!motion!
causes! the!organs! to!move! in!distinct!paths!during! inspiration!and!expiration.!Current!
respiratory!motion!correction!methods!use!a!signal!generated!by!tracking!the!motion!of!
the!abdomen!during!respiration!to!bin!listVmode!data!as!a!function!of!the!magnitude!of!
this! respiratory! signal.! They! thereby! fail! to! account! for!hysteretic!motion.! The!goal!of!
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! The!presence!of!patient!motion,! respiration!and!myocardial! contraction!during!
myocardial! perfusion! imaging! (MPI)! with! Emission! Tomography! (ET)! systems! VV! i.e.,!
Single! Photon! Emission! Computed! Tomography! (SPECT)! or! Positron! Emission!
Tomography!(PET)!can!cause!degradation! in! image!quality,!primarily!due!to!blurring! in!
the!subVdiaphragmatic!sites!with!significant!uptake,!worse!resolution!in!the!direction!of!
the!motion,!and!mismatches!between!the!emission!(nuclear!medicine)!and!transmission!
computed! tomography! (CT)! datasets.! Each! of! these! motion! sources! needs! to! be!
addressed! independently! based! on! its! features.! ! Successful! compensation! of! motion!
would!improve!the!diagnostic!accuracy!of!these!clinical!studies!to!the!extent!motion!is!
present!in!a!given!study.!!




the! heart! can! result! in! up! to! 1–2! cm! displacement! of! the! heart! during! imaging! and!
thereby! impacting! image! clarity! and! potentially! the! diagnostic! accuracy! of! cardiac!
perfusion! images.!An!effective!method!of! respiratory!motion! correction! is! to!perform!








internal! movements! can! take! different! paths! relative! to! the! surrogate! signal! during!
inspiration! and! expiration! phases! of! the! respiratory! cycle,! a! phenomenon! called!
hysteresis.!The!effects!of! respiratory!hysteresis!however!have!previously! received! less!
attention,! due! to! the! fact! that! the! system! spatial! resolution! of! MPI! scans! and! the!
magnitude!of!cardiac!respiratory!motion!are!of!the!same!order.!With!the!increasing!use!















specific! aim! described! in! Chapter! 1;! the! detection! and! characterization! of! respiratory!
motion! patterns! (aim! 1),! development! of! a!method! to! correct! for! respiratory!motion!




used! in! this! work! and! the! physics! behind! them.! It! outlines! the! issues! related! to! the!
problem!of!motionVcorrection! in!cardiac!emission!studies!and! the!existing!methods!of!
correction.!Chapter!2!concludes!by!introducing!the!BoucVWen!model!used!in!correcting!
hysteresis!and! the!software!phantom!(the!NCAT!phantom)! implemented! in! simulation!
studies!!!
! Chapter! 3! focuses! on! investigating! the! behavior! of! respiratory! motion! of! the!
heart! and! how! it! correlates! with! external! surrogates! on! the! subject’s! thoracic! and!
abdomen! regions! in! the! presence! of! hysteresis.! A! visual! tracking! system! (VTS)!
synchronized!with!magnetic! resonance! imaging! (MRI)!navigator!was!used! to! track! the!
motion!of!external!surrogates!and!internal!organs!respectively.!!The!motion!information!
gathered! from! each! of! these! sources! was! correlated! to! characterize! the! respiratory!




Respiratory! Motion! of! the! Heart! and! Markers! on! Patient's! Abdomen! and! Chest:!





the! external! surrogates! placed! on! the! thoracic! and! abdomen! regions! to! estimate! the!
internal!heart!motion.!The!motion! information!obtained! from!subjects! in! the!previous!
stage! (chapter! 3)! was! divided! into! training! and! testing! data! sets! to! optimize! and!




based! on! the! software! phantom! (the! NCAT! phantom),! three! different! types! of!
respiratory! patterns! (observed! in! Chapter! 3)! each! with! various! extents! of! hysteresis!
were!selected!to!simulate!respiratory!hysteresis!and!demonstrate!the!problem!caused!
by!its!presence!even!after!conventional!respiratory!motion!correction.!The!utility!of!the!
proposed! method! in! diminishing! the! errors! caused! by! respiratory! hysteresis! is!
investigated! individually! on! the! polar!maps! of! the! NCAT! phantoms!with! and!without!
perfusion! defects! simulated! in! different! regions! of! the! left! ventricular! wall.! By!







ten! patients! to! evaluate! the! effectiveness! of! one!method!over! the! other! in! detecting!
and! correcting! for! hysteresis.! ! Chapter! 5! concludes!with! description!of! the! visual! and!
quantitative! assessment! of! the! slices! and! polar! maps! of! patient! studies! with! the!
proposed!and!the!current!methods.!
! Finally,!Chapter!6!summarizes!the!results!and!findings!of!the!previous!chapters!









  1 
!
Chapter(1(<(Objectives!(
! For! the!aforementioned!effects!of!motion,! the!primary!objectives!of! this! thesis!
were! to! investigate! the! effects! of! respiratory! hysteresis,! and! develop! a! technique! of!
motionVcorrection!that!accounts! for!respiratory!hysteresis!and!results! in!quantitatively!
accurate!motionVcompensated!scans!of!the!myocardium.!For!this!to!be!achieved!it!was!
important! to! ascertain! the!means! to! detect! hysteresis! and! then! correct! for! it.! To! be!
practical! the! technique! should! be! based! on! acquiring! motion! information! only! from!
external! observations.! A! transformation! should! then! be! able! to! be! applied! to! these!
observations! using! a! suitable! model! to! obtain! an! estimated! signal! that! matches! the!




using( external( surrogates.! This! helps! us! understand! the! nature! of! hysteresis! by!
evaluating!internal!and!external!motion,!and!to!identify!the!signs!of!its!manifestation.!!!!














effect( of( its( correction( by( comparing( to( the( already( existing( respiratory( motion(























of! the! body,! allowing! the! transportation! of! oxygen! and! nutrients.! It! consists! of! four!



















the!cycle!of! contraction!and! relaxation.!A!decreased!blood!supply! to! the!heart!due! to!
the! constriction! of! the! arteries! supplying! the! myocardium! indicates! the! presence! of!
coronary! artery! disease! (CAD).! Under! stress! (exercise)! conditions,! the! oxygen!
requirements!of!the!myocardium!are!increased!and!the!constricted!arteries!prevent!the!
blood!flow!reaching!the!required!level.!Severe!obstruction!of!the!blood!supply!results!in!
myocardial! infarction! (heart! attack),! which! is! irrevocable! and! can! cause! improper!
functioning!of!the!leftVventricular!myocardium![1].!!
CAD! is! one! of! the! leading! causes! of! death! across! the! world! especially! in! developed!












! Emission! tomography! is! a! type! of! medical! imaging! comprised! of! two! main!
techniques:! 1)! Positron! Emission! Tomography! (PET)! and! 2)! Single! Photon! Emission!
Computed! Tomography! (SPECT).! Emission! tomography! uses! radioactive! materials! to!
image!the!physiological!properties!of!the!body!such!as!glucose!metabolism,!blood!flow,!
and!receptor!concentrations.!Therefore,!emission!tomography!is!used!to!detect!tumors,!
locate!the!perfusion!deficit!areas!of! the!heart,!and!also! identify!various!regions!of! the!
brain! that! are! influenced! by! drugs,! as! well! as! image! several! other! types! of! organ!
functions.!
! Emission!tomography!is!comprised!of!two!basic!principles:!!1)!imaging!by!means!






! George! de! Hevesy! developed! the! tracer! principle! in! early! 1900s.! He!
demonstrated! that! radioactive! materials! engage! in! physiological! processes! as! nonV
radioactive!materials.!Based!on!the!fact!that!the!radioactive!materials!can!be!detected!
by!the!way!of! their!emission!of!gammaVrays,! these!materials!can!be!used!to!track! the!
flow!of!distribution!of!important!materials!in!the!body.!
! PresentVday!PET!and!SPECT!use!a!radioactive!material!as!a!representative!tracer!
of! natural! nonradioactive! materials! as! imaging! agents.! Imaging! agents,! known! as!
radiopharmaceuticals!or!radiotracers,!can!be!designed!to!act!as!markers!for!a!variety!of!
physiological! substances! that! engage! in! the! body’s! natural! processes! thereby! yielding!
useful!diagnostic!information.!!
 2.2.3$Tomography$$
! There! are! two! means! of! visualizing! the! radiotracer! distribution:! 1)! projection!
imaging! and! 2)! tomography.! Projection! image! is! one! in! which! the! threeVdimensional!
structure!is!projected!on!a!planar!surface!and!represented!in!twoVdimensional!format.!A!
tomographic!image!is!a!crossVsectional!slice.!The!emission!data!recorded!by!the!imaging!







! Although! this! study! focuses!on!emission! tomography,!which! involves!both!PET!
and!SPECT,!the!emphasis!has!been!mainly!on!myocardial!perfusion!imaging!(MPI)!using!
SPECT.! SPECT! studies! employ! radiopharmaceuticals! marked! with! a! singleVphoton!
emitter,!a! radioactive! isotope! that!emits!one!gammaVray!photon! for!every! radioactive!
decay! event.! A! SPECT! study! begins! with! the! administration! of! the!
radiotracer/radiopharmaceutical! followed! by! the! detection! and! recording! of! gammaV
rays!emitted!by!the!radiopharmaceutical.!The!rate!of!gammaVray!emissions!is!relatively!











collimator! from! the! object! is! the! detection! hardware! system.! The! gamma! rays! that!
traverse!the!collimator!impact!with!a!crystal!material!called!a!scintillator.!The!scintillator!
translates! the! highVenergy! gamma! ray! into! many! opticalVwavelength! photons.! These!
photons!are!detected!by!a!twoVdimensional!(2D)!array!of!photomultiplier!tubes!(PMTs),!
which! produces! a! cascade! of! electrons,! yielding! a! measurable! electric! current.! This!
current! is! sensed! and! registered! as! the! occurrence! of! an! event.! The! events! are!
registered!in!a!histogram!based!on!their!position.!The!resulting!histogram!at!the!end!of!
the! imaging!period!represents!a!projection!image!of!the!object.!The!projection!images!
acquired! repeatedly! by! imaging! the! patient! from! many! angles! are! used! for! image!
reconstruction.!!
! Different! types! of! SPECT! systems! characterized! by! different! camera!
configurations! have! emerged! due! to! rapid! advances! in! camera! and! computer!
performance.! A! clear! benefit! of! adding! more! detectors! to! the! SPECT! system! is! the!




! Four! main! factors,! namely:! attenuation,! scatter,! depth! dependent! blur! and!
motion,! influence! the! SPECT! image! reconstruction;! thus,! these! factors! must! be!





scatter! outside! the! field! of! view.! ! The! reconstructed! images! that! do! not! account! for!
attenuation! appear! dark! in! the! interior! of! the! object.! Scattering! deals! with! the!
interactions! that! take!place!between! the!gamma!rays!and! the!matter! that! constitutes!
the!patient!body,!causing!misleading!information!on!the!origin!and!the!direction!of!the!
gammaVray.! This! results! in! a! nonlinear! blurring! effect! of! the! image.!DepthVdependent!
blur!appears!in!the!image!as!a!blurring!of!the!image:!the!blurring!is!more!for!portions!of!
the! object! that! are! more! distant! from! the! collimator.! Motion! due! to! patient! body!
movement!or!respiratory!motion!leads!to!nonlinear!blurring!or!elongation!of!the!objects!
in!the!reconstructed!image.!!
! In! addition! to! the!aboveVmentioned! factors,! all! emission! tomographic!data!are!
corrupted!by!noise,!which! is! the!primary! factor! that! limits! the!quality!obtainable.!The!
noise!in!emission!tomography!images!is!called!photon!noise!or!Poisson!noise,!due!to!the!


















energy.! This! energy! is! much! lower! than! the! 511! keV! emissions! of! PET!
radiopharmaceuticals.! Regardless! of! the! radiopharmaceutical! used,! SPECT! imaging! of!
the! heart! is! performed! under! rest! and! stress! conditions! to! produce! images! of!
myocardial!uptake!that!indicate!relative!regional!blood!flow.!During!maximal!stress,!the!
blood!flow!to!the!myocardial!tissue!is!increased!three!to!five!fold!compared!to!the!rest!
state.! In! the! presence! of! CAD,! myocardial! perfusion! will! not! increase! in! the! area!
supplied!by!the!artery!with!the!defect.!
! TlV201!acts!as!a!potassium!analogue!that!is!taken!up!by!viable!myocardial!cells!in!
proportion! to! coronary! blood! flow! ̶! its! retention! implies! the! functionality! of! the!
myocardium.! The! areas! of! infarction! will! have! reduced! uptake! that! does! not! change!
over! time.! The! TcV99mVlabeled! agent,! sestamibi,! is! the!most! studied! agent! due! to! its!
sufficiently!long!retention!time.!Its!uptake!requires!viable!myocardial!cells!and!it!has!far!
less!redistribution!than!TlV201,!as!TcV99m!is!bound!within!the!myocardial!cell!in!a!close!
to! permanent! fashion.! Therefore,! it! must! be! injected! twice,! once! at! rest,! and! then!
during! stress.!A!perfusion!deficit! observed!only! in! stress! images! indicates! a! reversible!
defect!caused!by!CAD,!indicating!that!the!myocardial!tissue!is!still!viable.!On!the!other!
hand,!a!matched!defect!in!both!the!stress!and!rest!images!indicates!an!infarct!and!the!
presence! of! nonVviable! myocardial! tissue.! This! contrast! offers! critical! impact! on! the!





! The! advantages! of! the! TcV99m! such! as! better! image!quality,! better! ventricular!
function! assessment,! better! quantification! and! faster! imaging! protocols! are! the!most!







normally! perfused! myocardial! tissue,! the! tracer! distribution! should! be! uniform!
throughout! each! of! these! slices! without! any! regions! of! reduced! uptake! or! deficits.!
Assessing!the!results!in!a!quantitative!manner!can!be!done!with!use!of!a!polar!map,!in!








Figure( 2.5( The( standard( 17( segment(model( polar(map( is( shown(with( the( segmentation( and( number(
assignment.(
 
! The! tracer! distribution! in! an! MPI! study! can! be! corrupted! by! factors! such! as!
attenuation!and!the!effects!of!motion!occurring!during!the!acquisition.!In!SPECT!cardiac!
imaging,!body!motion!has!been!determined!to!occur!in!~25%!of!studies!and!is!significant!
enough! to! cause! artifacts! leading! to!misdiagnosis!∼5%! of! the! time! [6,! 7].! Respiratory!





translation! of! 8.25! mm,! with! the! next! largest! motion! in! the! anteriorVposterior! (AP)!
direction,! but! less! than! half! of! the! SI! motion! [8].! These! motions! caused! by! the!
diaphragm!and!the!ribcage!increase!the!crossVsectional!area!of!the!thorax![9]!resulting!
in! the! blurring! of! the! heart! structures! producing! apparent! decreased! activity! in! the!
inferior!and!anterior!walls!usually!mistaken!for!perfusion!deficits![10V14].!MultiVmodality!
imaging! studies,! such! as! SPECT/CT! and! PET/CT,! have! reported! moderate! to! severe!
mismatches!between! the!emission!and!anatomical! transmission! images! in!40%!of! the!
patient!studies!due!to!patient!motion!and!changes!in!respiratory!pattern![15,!16].!
! Images! from! typical! cardiac! SPECT! studies! suffer! from!high!noise! levels!due! to!
the!reduced!number!of!counts!in!each!frame!resulting!in!the!lack!of!anatomical!detail.!
This! not! only! impacts! the! ability! to! determine! the!motion! from! such! images! but! also!
makes! it! challenging! to! understand! the! internal! motion! in! order! to! correct! for! it.!
















Nuclear! magnetic! resonance! (NMR),! a! solid! method! for! the! investigations! of! the!
chemical! and! physical! properties! at! the! molecular! level.! NMR! was! primarily! used! by!
chemists! to! determine! the! structure! and! configuration! of! molecules.! In! 1973,! Paul!
Lauterbur! proposed! the! use! of! magnetic! field! gradients! to! differentiate! NMR! signals!
originating! from! different! locations! integrating! this! with! a! reconstruction! from!
projections!to!form!the!first!twoVdimensional!NMR!image![18].!!The!efforts!of!Kumar!et!
al.! [19]! and! Mansfield! [20]! in! the! imaging! techniques! and! the! required! hardware,!












space.! It! has! both! electric! and! magnetic! field! components! which! oscillate! in! phase!
perpendicular! to! each! other! and! perpendicular! to! the! direction! of! energy! and! wave!
propagation.!EM!wave!propagates!at!the!speed!of!light!(Figure!2.6)!as!characterized!by!
the!classical!wave!equation:! ! = !/!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.1)!
where! c! is! the! speed! of! light! (3.0! ×! 108! m/s),! λ! is! the! wavelength! (m)! and! ν! is! the!
frequency!(sV1).!
 Particle$Concept$of$EM$Radiation$
EM! radiation! exhibits! particle! nature! as! if! it! were! particles! rather! than!waves.! These!
particles! were! discrete! packets! of! energy! called! quanta,! characterized! by! a! specific!
radiation! frequency.! The! actual! energy! of! these! packets!may! be! calculated,! using! the!
particle!frequency!and!Planck’s!constant.!! = ℎ!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.2)!
















basis! of! nuclear!magnetism.! Figure! 2.8! depicts! a! nucleus! spinning! about! its! own! axis.!
Since!atomic!nuclei!are!charged,!the!spinning!motion!causes!a!magnetic!moment!which!
is!linear!with!the!direction!of!the!spin!axis.!The!magnetic!moment!behaves!similar!to!a!
bar! magnet! with! north! and! south! poles.! The! strength! of! this! magnetic! moment! is! a!
property! of! the! type! of! nucleus! and! determines! the! detection! sensitivity! of!MR! as! in!



























1H! 1! 0! 1/2! 99.98! 42.58!
13C! 6! 7! 1/2! 1.1! 10.71!
17O! 8! 9! 5/2! 0.04! 5.77!
19F! 9! 10! 1/2! 100! 40.08!
23Na! 11! 12! 3/2! 100! 11.27!













magnetic! moment! to! align! with! the! external! field,! similar! to! bar! magnets’! behavior.!!
Nuclear!magnetic!moments! in! this! situation! take!on!one!of! two!possible!orientations:!














Figure( 2.10( A:( In( the( presence( of( an( externally( applied(magnetic( field( (B0),( spins( are( constrained( to(









the!two!states! is!very!small,! thermal!energy!alone!causes! the!two!states! to!be!almost!
equally! populated! (the! population! ratio! is! approximately! 100,000! to! 100,006).! The!
remaining!population!difference!results! in!a!net!bulk!magnetization!aligned!parallel! to!










! On! closely! examining! this! net!magnetization,! the! individual! spins! do! not! align!
exactly!parallel!to!B0,!but!at!an!angle!to!B0!Figure!2.11.!A.!The!spin!associated!with!the!




Since!we!already!know!that! there!are!more! spins!aligned!with!B0! than!against!B0,! the!
contribution!of! the!bottom!cone! cancels!out,! leaving!only! the!excess! spins!of! the! top!
cone!to!consider.!Any!given!vector!on!the!top!cone!could!be!described!by!its!component!
perpendicular! to! and! parallel! to! B0.! Clearly,! for! a! large! enough! collection! of! spins!
randomly!distributed!on!the!surface!of!the!cone,! individual!components!perpendicular!





The! frequency! at! which! these! individual! spins! precess! on! the! cone! is! called! Larmor!
frequency!which!is!given!by!a!simple!relation!ship!called!L!armor!equation!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"! != !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.3)!








Figure( 2.12( ( A( RF( energy( at( the( Larmor( frequency( acts( as( a( secondary( magnetic( field( (B1)( and( is(
perpendicular( to( B0.(When( RF( is( turned( on,( the(magnetization( vector(M( rotates( about( B1.( As( shown(
















Figure( 2.13( A:( Once( the( B1( is( turned( on,(M( lies( in( the( transverse( plane( rotating( about( B0( at( Larmor(
frequency.( This( rotating( magnetization( induces( and( AC( current( in( the( receiver( coil.( The( transverse(
magnetization((MXY(or(MTransverse)(decays(over(time.(B:(A(graph(of(the(signal(induced(in(the(receiver(coil(
versus( time.( This( exponentially( damped( sine( waveform( is( known( as( free( induction( decay( (FID).( The(
decay(rate(is(characterized(by(the(time(constant(!!∗ .(
!
! Consider,! a! time! immediately! after! a! 90o! pulse! Figure! 2.13.! A.! The! net!
magnetization!now!lies!in!the!transverse!plane!and!begins!to!precess!around!the!B0!axis.!
This!rotating!magnetization!over!time,!can!induce!and!alternating!current!(AC)!in!a!coil!
of! wire! and! that! current! can! be! used! to! record! the! action! of! magnetization! in! the!
transverse! plane! as! shown! in! Figure! 2.13.! B.! It! shows! a! sinusoidal! oscillation! at! the!







equilibrium! is! described!by! a! vector! of! unit! length! parallel! to! B0.! There! are! two!main!
relaxation!mechanisms!namely!1)!Transverse!Relaxation!and!2)!Longitudinal!Relaxation.!!
 Transverse$Relaxation$
!! At! equilibrium! the! net! magnetization! is! longitudinal,! which! implies! that! the!
equilibrium!magnetization!in!the!transverse!plane!is!zero.!As!illustrated!in!Figure!2.12.!B,!
the! decay! of! the! transverse! magnetization! to! zero.! This! process! is! exponential.! The!
relationship!!describing!the!decay!is!:!!!"#$%&'"%' = !!"#$%&'"%'! (!!! !!∗)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.4)!
!Where! !"#$%&'"%'! !is!the!initial!amount!of!transverse!magnetization,! !"#$%&'"%'!is!the!
amount! of! transverse! magnetization! at! any! given! time! (t)! after! a! pulse,! e! is!
approximately! 2.7! and!T2*! characterizes! the! rate!of! decay.! ! !Hence,! T2*! is! the! time! it!
takes! for! the! transverse! magnetization! to! decay! to! 37%! of! the! initial! value.! The!
mechanisms!that!cause! the!observed!decay!of! transverse!magnetization:! !as!shown! in!
Figure! 2.14,! different! compliments! of! the! magnetization! may! prescess! at! slightly!
different!rates,!a!process!known!as!“dephasing”!in!the!transverse!plane.!Since!the!signal!
recorded!is!the!sum!of!all!the!transverse!components,!sufficient!dephasing!will! lead!to!





which! in! turn!use! a! range!of! Larmor! frequencies.! If! one!had!a!homogeneous!B0! field,!
dephasing! would! still! occur! but! at! a! slower! rate.! ! This! is! because! many! nuclei! and!
electrons! are! spins! and! possess! magnetic! moments;! the! microscopic! local! magnetic!
environment!of!a!spin!participating!in!the!observed!resonance!is!not!precisely!identical!




! After! a! 90o! pulse,! the! net!magnetization! vector! is! rotated! into! the! transverse!
plane! such! that! the! amount! of! longitudinal! magnetization! is! zero.! If! the! amount! of!
longitudinal!magnetization! is!examined!at! various! times!after! the!90o!pulse,!one! finds!
that!it!builds!up!exponentially!from!zero!to!approach!the!equilibrium!value!(M0),!which!









frequencies( causing( the( spins( to( spread( apart( over( time( eventually( leading( to( self<cancelation( of( the(
signal.(
!
Figure( 2.15( After( a( 90o( RF( pulse,( all( of( the( magnetization( vectors( lie( on( the( transverse( plane.( T2(





! Both! the! longitudinal! relaxation! and! transverse! relaxation! processes! are!
characterized! by! exponential! evolution.! The! transverse! magnetization! decays! from!
maximum! to! zero,! while! the! longitudinal! magnetization! builds! up! from! zero! to!
maximum.!The!quantitative!expression!for!T1!relaxation!can!be!described!as:!!!"#$!"#$!%&' = !!"#$%&'(%#)*! (1− !!! !!)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.5)!
where! !!"#$%&'(%#)*! ! is! the! initial! amount! of! longitudinal! magnetization!
(M0),! !"#$%&'(%#)*! is! the! amount! of! longitudinal! magnetization! at! any! given! time! (t)!
after!a!pulse,!and!T1!characterizes!the!rate!of!magnetization!recovery.!Different!types!of!
tissues!(blood,!fat,!muscle,!etc.)!have!different!relaxation!times!resulting! in!contrast! in!
MR! images.! In!comparing!T1!and!T2! for!any!given!system,!T1! is!always!greater! than!or!
equal!to!T2.!The!MR!signal!decays!with!an!even!shorter!rate!constant!of!T!∗;!this!decay!
constant! primarily! arises! due! to! the! dephasing! effects! of! the! magnetic! field!
inhomogeneities!(susceptibility!differences!between!tissues)!over!the!region!of!interest.!
In! the!presence!of!magnetic! field! inhomogeneities,! the!magnetization!vectors!diphase!
with! respect! to!each!other! causing! signal!attenuation!due! to!destructive! interference.!
The! effects! of! this! inhomogeneous! decay! can! be! reversed! using! techniques! that!












importance.!Magnetic! field! gradients! refer! to! spatial! variations! of! the! strength! of! the!
magnetic! field! (B0).! Gradients! provide! the!means! for! performing! localized! operations.!
The! gradient! field! is! a! very! small! magnetic! field! with! spatial! variation! which! is!
superposed!on!the!main!magnetic!field!(B0).!Gradient!fields!in!the!directions!of!X,!Y!and!
Z! are!achieved!by! three! sets!of! coils.! In! the!presence!of! the!gradients,! the! transverse!
magnetization!precesses!at!a!frequency!proportional!to!the!position!along!the!gradient!
axis!and!is!given!as:!






Slice! selection! in!MR! imaging! is! achieved! through! simultaneous! application! of! the! B1!
field!(RF!pulse)!and!gradient!field![22].!!A!modulated!RF!pulse!excites!the!magnetization!
with! a! limited! range! of! frequencies.! The! gradient! field! is! varied! linearly! in! the! slice!
selection!direction!such!that!the!magnetizations!within!the!block!are!excited.!Adjusting!
the!amplitude!and!the!direction!of!the!slice!selection!gradient!controls!the!thickness!and!




as!dictated!by!equation! (1.6).! This! spectrum!can!be!obtained!by!performing!a! Fourier!
transformation!(FT)!on!the!MR!signal!recorded!by!the!receiver!coil,!thereby!resulting!in!
the!oneVdimensional!(1D)!spatial!profile.!!




! A! timing! diagram! for! the! gradient! echo! imaging! pulse! sequence! is! depicted! in!
Figure!2.17.!Gradient!echo!imaging!is!one!of!the!major!modes!of!MR!imaging!especially!
when! imaging! the! heart.! A! sequence! of! short! smallVamplitude! RF! pulses! is! generated!
and!the!MR!signal!is!acquired!after!each!RF!pulse.!Spatial!encoding!is!done!through!the!




phase! encoding! direction,! by! repeating! this! several! times! in! the! phase! encoding!
direction!with! increasing!amplitudes!of!phase!encoding!gradient!pulses.! The! length!of!
this!pulse! sequence! till! it! repeats!next! is!defined!as!TR! (repetition! time)!and! the! time!
from! the! center! of! the! RF! pulse! to! the! center! of! the! acquisition!window! is! TE! (echo!











the!MR! image! is!a!complex!number!representing! the!magnitude!and!the!phase!of! the!
transverse!magnetization!at!time!TE.!
! Cardiac! imaging! presents! the! challenge! of! cardiac! motion! during! image!
acquisition! along!with! respiratory!motion.! One! approach! to!meet! this! challenge! is! to!
acquire! images! rapidly! by! using! short! TR! in! a! single! electrocardiogramVgated! cardiac!
cycle!along!with!navigator!echoes.!
 2.3.4$MRI$navigators$
! Navigators!or!navigator!echoes! (Figure!2.18)!are!a! technique!used!to!track!and!
correct!motion!artifacts! [23].!Navigator!data! can!be!used! to! correct! for!motion!either!
prospectively!or!retrospectively.!!A!navigator!acquires!a!partial!kVspace!data!to!track!the!
motion! (e.g.!head! translation!or!diaphragm!position).! The!acquisition!of! the!navigator!
echoes!and! image!data! is!done! in!an!alternating! fashion!by!adding!a!preVpulse!before!
the!image!data!readout!pulse,!with!a!key!assumption!that!negligible!motion!takes!place!
between!the!navigator!and!the!subsequent!imaging!acquisition.!The!preVpulse!sequence!
images!a!small!area!that! is!moving.!The!high!contrast! interface!between!the!tissues! is!
preVset! to! '0'! value,! and! marks! this! out! as! a! potential! edge! point! permitting! easy!
automatic!edge!detection!(or!zeroVcrossing).!
! The! navigators! employed! in! this! study! use! 1D! kVspace! trajectory! and! are!
primarily!used!in!tracking!the!respiratory!motion!of!different!organs.!The!1D!navigator!











! The! navigators! employed! in! this! study! use! 1D! kVspace! trajectory! and! are!
primarily!used!in!tracking!the!respiratory!motion!of!different!organs.!The!1D!navigator!
monitors! the! translation! of! the! object! in! its! readout! direction.! The! navigator! data! is!






The! navigator! is! usually! positioned! at! the! dome! of! the! liver! (right! hemiVdiaphragm)!
because!the!diaphragm!is!perpendicular!to!the!SI!direction!at!that!location!(Figure!2.19).!
Tracking!of! the!diaphragm!position!using!navigators!not!only!allows! for!correcting! the!
respiratory!motion!of!the!heart!but!also!allows!free!breathing!during!the!scan.!Usually,!a!













echo! sequence.! The!navigator! is! played!before! the! image!acquisition!within! the! same!
cardiac! cycle! for! imaging! in! the! quiescent! phase! of! the! cardiac! cycle! (Figure! 2.20)! or!




Figure( 2.20( One( navigator( and( acquisition( per( cardiac( cycle.( The( shaded( blocks( represent( the(









! The! main! mechanism! of! respiratory! motion! is! through! the! contraction! and!
relaxation!of!the!diaphragm.!Many!of!the!organs! in!the!thoracic!and!abdomen!regions!




The!other!process!causing!an! increase! in! lung!volume! is! the!motion!of! the!chest!wall.!
The! interVcoastal!muscles! contract! during! inhalation,! tilting! the! ribVcage! upwards! and!
outwards,! enabling! the! expansion! of! lungs! [26].! The! contribution! of! the! chest! wall!
motion! to! the! overall! increase! in! the! lung! volume! is! typically! less! than! that! from! the!





! The!period!of! the! typical! respiratory! cycle! is! around!5! seconds! [28,! 29],! but! is!
variable!across!the!population!and!on!the!exercise!levels.!Changes!in!both!the!depth!of!
respiration! and! the! period! of! respiratory! cycle! are! frequently! observed! [30].! These!




which! are! regularly! changing! in! amplitude! over! time.! The! shape! of! the! cycle!
approximates!a!sinusoidal!wave!with!an!inert!phase!observed!at!endVexpiration![31].!!
 The$Respiratory$Motion$of$the$Heart$
! The!motion!of! the!heart! is!greatly! influenced!by! the!diaphragm!motion!due! to!
the!fact!that!it!is!situated!immediately!superior!to!the!diaphragm![8].!The!translational!
motion!of! the!heart! is!consistently!smaller! than!that!of! the! liver;! it!has!been!reported!
that!the!mean!heart!to!liver!ratio!is!between!∼0.45!to!∼0.60![8,!32].!The!chest!wall!also!






that! during! inhalation.! Hysteresis! has! been! investigated! extensively! for! lung! tumor!
motion! [31,! 36V38]! and! less! for! heart! motion.! Nehrke! et! al.! [32]! examined! the!
correlation! between! the! SI! motion! of! the! heart! and! the! right! hemiVdiaphragm! of! 10!
volunteers! during! free! breathing! using! MRI! [32].! Their! study! found! 8! out! of! 10!
volunteers! to! be! hysteretic! to! some! extent,! with! two! volunteers! having! a!
linear/monotonic! relationship! between! the! heart! and! the! diaphragm! positions.! The!
















ofVview! over! the! acquisitions,! any! motion! occurring! during! the! acquisitions! will! be!
registered!in!the!image!data.!Both!cardiac!and!respiratory!motions!are!inevitable!due!to!
the!length!of!the!acquisition!causing!substantial!image!degradation![41].!!
! The! problem! of!mismatch! arises! in! the! process! of! attenuation! correction.! The!





for! attenuation! correction! of! the! emission! data! will! introduce! errors! by! generating!
erroneous! correction! factors! and! eventually! leading! to! artifacts! in! the! reconstructed!
image.! McCord! et! al.! through! simulations! demonstrated! emissionVtransmission!
mismatch!as!a!problem!for!cardiac!PETVCT:!they!showed!that!shifts!of!2!cm!motion!could!
produce!significant!errors! in! the!reconstructed! images,!with!changes!up!to!30%! in!the!
regional!activities![15].!Such!misrepresentation!in!the!apparent!and!regional!myocardial!
uptake! clearly! limits! the! efficacy! of! the! study! and!potentially! leading! to! false! positive!
results.!!
! The! occurrence! of! emissionVtransmission!mismatches! in! cardiac! images! due! to!
respiratory! motion! has! been! found! to! be! quite! high.! Studies! have! reported! that!
mismatches! occurring! when! freeVbreathing! protocol! was! used! throughout! the!
acquisition! affected! approximately! 70%!of! clinical! cases! [42,! 43].!Gould! et! al.! showed!
that!40%!of!the!cardiac!studies!exhibited!attenuation!correction!artifacts,!of!which!23%!
were! deemed! as! being! moderate! to! severe! [44].! It! is! evident! that! the! problem! of!
attenuation!correction!mismatch!is!important,!both!due!to!its!widespread!manifestation!
and!the!severity!of!the!artifacts.!!
! Mitigating! these!problems! requires! the!prevention!of!motion!corruption! in! the!





scans! to! accurately! quantify! the! images.!Many!methods! have! the! potential! to! reduce!
these!problems,!which!will!be!discussed!in!the!following!section.!
 Respiratory$Gating$
! Respiratory! gating! is! a! method! that! employs! a! physiological! signal! recorded!
simultaneously!with!the!image!acquisition!to!divide!the!acquired!data!into!frames.!This!




wherein! the! frames! are! subsequently! aligned! and! reVsummed.! This! results! in!motionV
free!images!with!inclusion!of!most!or!all!of!the!acquired!data,!resulting!in!very!low!noise!
characteristics!in!the!final!image.!
! A! wide! variety! of! techniques! for! recording! respiratory! traces! using! external!
measures! have! been! developed,!many! for! use!with! radiotherapy! [45]! to! improve! the!
accuracy!of! the!treatment!delivery.!Most!of! these!techniques!are!based!on!measuring!
the! motion! of! the! chestVwall! or! abdomen,! which! include! the! tracking! of! reflective!
marker![46,!47],!and!the!use!of!pneumatic!bellows!or!strain!gauge!around!the!chest!or!
abdomen![48,!49].!Other!techniques!are!based!on!measuring!the!change!in!lung!volume!










motion! trajectories! of! the! organs! of! interest.! The! presence! of! hysteresis! is! one! such!
example,! wherein! the! organ! position! cannot! be! determined! solely! based! on! the!
respiratory! amplitude,! but! also! requires! the! knowledge! of! the! phase! (inspiratory! or!
expiratory)!of! the! respiratory!cycle.!Hysteresis!has!been!observed!and!reported! in! the!








to! the! internal! organ! motion! can! be! mitigated! with! the! use! of! dataVdriven! gating!
techniques,! where! the! information! from! the! acquired! data! is! used! to! derive! a!
respiratory!trace!and!avoid!the!need!for!external!measurements.!This!method!has!been!




from!which! the! data! are! retrospectively! binned! in! to! appropriate! respiratory! frames.!
The!image!data!from!the!corresponding!respiratory!positions!are!summed,!as!done!with!
the! external! marker! gating! methods.! The! signalVtoVnoise! ratio! (SNR)! of! short! time!
frames!with!limited!counts!is!particularly!poor!and!it!is!critical!that!the!signal!extraction!
methods!are!robust!to!prevent!any!erroneous!measurements.!
! The! question! of! how! to! best! divide! the! data! into! frames! from! the! obtained!
respiratory! trace! can! be! answered! by! two! methods:! one! method! is! based! on! the!
amplitude! [55V57]! which! divides! the! data! over! the! range! of! overall! amplitude! of! the!
motion,!while!the!other!method!is!based!on!the!phase![47,!58]!where!the!data!is!divided!
according!to!the!time!elapsed!from!the!start!of!the!cycle.!
! The! variability! of! the! breathing! cycle! influences! the! efficiency! of! the! gating.!
Irregular! breathing! is! a! common! occurrence! and! presents! an! additional! problem! to!
respiratory! gating! [59,! 60].! Figure! 2.22! shows! the! respiratory! motion! of! the! heart!
recorded!over! 5!minutes! for! 2! volunteers,!measured!using!dynamic!MRI! scans.! These!
traces! show! a! large! degree! of! variability,! with! variations! in! amplitude! of!motion,! the!
period! of! respiratory! cycle! and! the! position! of! baseline.! This! suggests! that! the!









! Phase!based!gating!has!been! found! to!be!more! susceptible! to! these!variations!
than! amplitude! based! gating! due! to! the! fact! that! equivalent! phases! of! the! cycle! are!
summed! regardless! of! the! depth! of! breathing! [61].! On! the! other! hand,! though!
amplitude!based!gating!is!more!robust!to!changes!in!the!depth!of!breathing![29,!57],!it!
does!not!account! for!hysteresis!and!assumes! that!position!of! the!organ!maintains! the!
same! position! for! a! given! lung! volume.! Currently! SPECT! and! PET/CT! scanners! cannot!
perform!this! type!of!gating!on!the! fly.!The!data!sorting!needs!to!be!performed!during!
postVacquisition! using! the! listVmode! data.! ListVmode! acquisitions! consists! of! the!
information!associated!with!every!detected!event,!such!as!the!time!of!the!occurrence!of!













the! emission! or! transmission! scans.! Use! of!motionVcorrupted! transmission! images! for!
attenuation! correction!may! introduce! additional! errors! into! the! emission! data.! These!
are! some! of! the! crucial! factors!motivating! research! into! amplitude! based! gating! and!
motion! correction! that! are! less! susceptible! to! these! artifacts! by! accounting! for!
hysteresis! and! irregular! breathing! cycles.! With! the! advent! of! multimodality! imaging!
(simultaneous! PETVMRI! systems)! and! dataVdriven! methods! of! gating! and! motion!
correction!mitigates!the!effects!of!motion!artifacts.!!
! Currently,!to!correct!for!respiratory!motion,!the!frames!(projection!sets)!for!each!
phase!or!amplitude!bin!are! reconstructed!separately,!and! then! the!sets!are!combined!
through! threeVdimensional! (3D)! registration!of! the!heart! [48,!53,!60,!63V69].!Once! the!





bins!are! reconstructed! into!a!single!set!of!slices! [35,!56,!70V72].!The! issues!of! residual!
blurring! due! to! hysteresis! and! irregular! depth! of! breathing! are! not! addressed! in! the!
current! motion! correction! methods! and! have! led! to! investigation! of! alternate!
techniques! to! account! for! hysteresis! [38,! 50,! 73,! 74].! This! is! the! focus!of! this! project,!
where!methods! to! account! for! hysteresis! to!minimize! residual! blurring! are! sought! in!
order!to!provide!robust!amplitude!based!gating!for!binning!listVmode!data.!By!using!the!
respiratory! information! from!both! the! thoracic!and! the!abdomen!regions,!comparable!









! Hysteresis! is! a! global!phenomenon! that!occurs! in! various!disciplines!of! science!
and! engineering! areas! such! as! electronics,! mechanics,! life! sciences,! etc.! Several!
mathematical! models! have! been! put! forward! to! describe! the! behavior! of! hysteretic!





numerical! implementation!and! its!ability! to!describe!a!broad! range!of!hysteretic! cycle!
shapes,!is!popular!in!mechanical!and!structural!engineering.!The!BoucVWen!model!in!its!
original!form!can!generate!stable!clockwise!hysteresis!loops!while!hysteresis!associated!
with! the! respiratory! system! is! counterclockwise! [32,! 82].! Therefore,! a!modified!BoucV
Wen!model![83,!84]!capable!of!describing!counterclockwise!hysteresis!of!the!respiratory!
trace! is! proposed! in! this! study! to! better! predict! the! behavior! of! the! structures!
influenced!by!hysteretic!respiratory!motion.!!
 2.6(NURBS(based(Cardiac<Torso((NCAT)(Phantom(
! The! four! dimensional! (4VD)! NCAT! digital! software! phantom! [85,! 86]! was!
developed! to! provide! realVlife!model! for! human! physiology! and! anatomy! primarily! to!














the! software! allows! the! user! to! choose! the!magnitude! of!motion! for! each! organ.! By!
default,!the!respiratory!motion!of!the!heart!is!caused!by!both!the!diaphragmatic!and!the!
chestVwall!motions! and! is! in! phase!with! both!of! these!motions.! The! amplitude!of! the!
respiratory!heart!motion!in!the!superiorVinferior!(SI)!direction!is!matched!to!that!of!the!
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Abstract—! Respiratory! motion! of! the! heart! impacts! the! diagnostic! accuracy! of!
myocardialVperfusion!emissionVimaging!studies.!Amplitude!binning!has!come!to!be!the!
method!of!choice!for!binning!listVmode!based!acquisitions!for!correction!of!respiratory!
motion! in! PET! and! SPECT.! In! some! subjects! respiratory! motion! exhibits! hysteretic!
behavior! similar! to!damped!nonVlinear!cyclic! systems.!The!detection!and!correction!of!
hysteresis! between! the! signals! from! surface!movement! of! the! patient’s! body! used! in!
binning! and! the! motion! of! the! heart! within! the! chest! remains! an! open! area! for!
investigation.! This! study! reports! our! investigation! in! nine! volunteers! of! the! combined!
MRI! tracking! of! the! internal! respiratory! motion! of! the! heart! using! Navigators! with!
stereoVtracking!of!markers!on! the!volunteer’s! chest!and!abdomen!by!a! visualVtracking!
system!(VTS).!The!respiratory!motion!signals!from!the!internal!organs!and!the!external!
markers!were!evaluated!for!hysteretic!behavior!analyzing!the!temporal!correspondence!
of! the! signals.! In! general,! a! strong,! positive! correlation! between! the! external!marker!
motion!(AP!direction)!and!the!internal!heart!motion!(SI!direction)!during!respiration!was!
observed.! The! average! ±! standard! deviation! in! the! Spearman’s! ranked! correlation!
coefficient! (ρ)! over! the! nine! volunteer! studied! was! 0.92! ±! 0.1! between! the! external!
abdomen!marker! and! the! internal! heart,! and! 0.87! ±! 0.2! between! the! external! chest!
marker!and!the!internal!heart.!However!despite!the!good!correlation!on!average!for!the!
nine! volunteers,! in! three! studies! a! poor! correlation! was! observed! due! to! hysteretic!





all! cases!we!observed!a! good! correlation!of! at! least! either! the! abdomen!or! the! chest!
with!the!heart.! !Based!on!this!result,!we!propose!the!use!of!marker!motion!from!both!




imaging! are! inevitable! due! to! the! long! scan! duration! (typically! 3V15!mins)! [1,! 2].! The!
motion! during! acquisition! result! in! blurring! and! mismatch! between! emission! and!
transmission! scans! used! in! estimating! attenuation! maps.! These! in! turn! degrade! the!
accuracy!of!the!diagnostic!imaging.!!
! Motion! can!be! reduced!by!using! some! respiratorVsurrogate! signal! to! select! for!
acquisition! just! the! data! acquired! near! endVexpiration,! when! one! typically! pauses!
momentarily! [3].! However,! this! can! trade! an! increase! in! noise! due! to! a! reduction! in!
counts!acquired!or!require!a!prolongation!of!acquisition!for!improved!resolution!due!to!
less! motion! being! present.! With! use! of! listVmode! acquisition,! all! the! counts! can! be!








motion! of! the! abdomen! [7].! Thus,! the! internal! motion! of! the! diaphragm! can! be!
predicted! from! an! external! respiratory! signal.! The! respiratory! motion! of! the! heart!
results!primarily!from!the!motion!of!the!diaphragm!in!the!superiorVinferior!(SI)!direction!
and! rocking! of! the! ribs! causing! anteriorVposterior! (AP)! motion! [8,! 9].! However,! the!




investigated!have!been! the! lung! [10V14],!diaphragm! [7,!15],! and!heart! [9,!16,!17].! For!
example,! Nehrke! et6 al.! [9]! reported! on! the! presence! of! hysteresis! between! the!




heart! and! external! motion! of! surrogates! during! respiratory! motion! using! MRI! and! a!
visualVtracking! system! (VTS)! [18],! respectively.! This! was! done! by! motionVtracking!
external! markers! on! the! abdomen! and! chest! simultaneously! with! MRI! tracking! of!
respiratory!motion!the!heart,!chest,!and!dome!of!the!liver.!An!analysis!of!the!correlation!






! The! VTS! employed! in! these! investigations! allows! nearVinfrared! tracking! of!
multiple!markers!within!the!3Vdimensional! imaging!volume!of!the!MRI![18].!The!VTS!is!
comprised!of!the!following!components:!the!infrared!cameras,!the!controlling!hardware!
module,!and! the!software! to!analyze!and!present! the!data.!Three!cameras!of! the!VTS!
system!were!mounted!on!the!wall!of!the!MRI!room!adjusted!such!that!the!center!of!the!
volume!to!be!tracked!is!at!the!isoVcenter!of!the!MRI.!Before!each!experimental!session!
the! VTS! system! is! calibrated! for! stereo! motionVtracking! and! tested! for! minimal! RF!
interference!with! the!MRI! as! discussed! in! [19].! ! Stereo! imaging!of! the! external! retroV





investigation.!One!of! the! volunteers!was! investigated!on! two!different! occasions.! The!
participation!of!volunteers!was!with!IRB!approval!and!informed!consent.!The!volunteers!
were!prepared!for!VTS!imaging!by!wrapping!bands!with!7!markers!about!their!chest!and!
abdomen! as! illustrated! in! Figure! 3.1(a).! The! markers! were! 2! cm! diameter! retroV
reflectively! coated! hollow! spheres! filled! with! copper! sulfate! solution.! The! marker!







in!our!clinic,!and!their! feet! faced!the!VTS.!They!were! instructed!to!breathe!slowly!and!
regularly! over! the! approximately! 5Vminute! period! during! which! MRI! and! motionV
tracking!were!performed.!
! MRI!was! performed! using! a! Philips! Healthcare! ACHIEVA! 3.0VT!whole! body!MR!
scanner.!The!MR!software!provided! for!acquisition!by! three! independent!pencilVbeam!
navigator!radioVfrequency!pulses!(navigators)[20].!!These!could!be!freely!placed!in!space!
at! any! desired! location! and! angle! as! guided! by! patient! anatomy! portrayed! in! Survey!
slices!acquired!at!the!start!of!each!imaging!session.!ReadVout!gradients!in!the!direction!
of! the! pencilVbeams! acquire! the! navigator! echo! signals.! The! Fourier! transform! of! the!
signal!produces! the!projection!of! the!magnetization! in! the!motion!direction! (readVout!
direction)!on!to!the!navigator!profile.!This!is!displayed!as!an!M!mode!image!(Figure.!3.2).!
RealVtime!displacement!of! the!anatomic!region!along!the!direction!of! the!pencilVbeam!







Figure( 3.1( (a)( Layout( of( 7( external( marker( positions( on( the( chest( and( abdomen( of( subjects.( (b)(
Illustration(of(a(subject(undergoing( imaging( (positioned( in(supine(and(feet<first(orientation( in( the(MR(
scanner(with(3(cameras(of(the(VTS(employed(for(tracking(external(marker(motion.(The(MR(scanner(and(










Figure( 3.2( (a)( Illustrated( is( the(positioning(of( navigator(beams( (shown(as(boxes)( on( the(dome(of( the(
right(hemi<diaphragm,(the(superior(wall(of(the(left(ventricle,(and(the(chest(wall.(The(vertical(lines(in(the(
transaxial(and(the(coronal(slices(indicate(the(position(of(sagittal(slices(acquired(along(with(the(navigator(















direction! of! the! largest! component! of! cardiac! respiratory! motion! [8,! 9].! The! second!
navigator!window!was! on! the! dome!of! the! right! diaphragm.! It! too!was! positioned! to!





navigator! window! was! positioned! on! the! anterior! wall! of! the! chest! to! track! its! AP!
motion.!!The!purpose!of!this!navigator!was!to!validate!the!AP!motion!determined!from!
the!chest!markers!of! the!VTS.! !The! location!of! the! tissue! interfaces! in! these!navigator!
beams! were! stored! in! realVtime! in! list! format! in! the! scanner! software! for! further!
analysis.!!
! In! addition! to! this!multiVnavigator! sequence,! dynamic! acquisition!of! 300! single!









also! included!recording! the!signal! from!a!bellows! (pressure!sensor)!on!the!volunteer’s!
abdomen!and!the!EKG.!! !!!!!
! The! signal! for! the! location! of! the! tissue! interface! recorded! from! each! of! the!
internal!navigators!and!the!vertical!motion!of!the!external!markers!were!separated!into!
inspiration! and! expiration! phases! based! on! peak! detection.! ! Selected! pairVwise!
comparisons! of! respiratory! signals! from! thoracic! and! abdomen! regions! were! plotted!
against! each! other! as! a! function! of! time! to! visually! look! for! spatial! and! temporal!
correlations!respectively!between!the!signals.!Statistically!the!signals!were!checked!for!
correlations! through! calculation! of! parametric! (linear)! and! nonVparametric! (ranked)!
measures!of!correlation.!A!Pearson!productVmoment!correlation!coefficient!(r)![22]!was!
computed! to! assess! the! strength! of! a! linear! association! in! the! relationship! between!
amount!of!displacement!of!the!chest!and!abdominal!markers,!and!of!the!heart!and!the!
diaphragm! navigators.! The! Spearman! rankVorder! correlation! coefficient! (ρ)! [23]! was!
computed! as! a! nonVparametric! measure! of! the! strength! and! direction! of! association!
between!the!external!AP!motion!of!the!markers!and!the!internal!SI!motion!of!the!heart.!
The! chest! wall! navigator! was! used! along! with! the! external! VTS! marker! to! study! the!









dynamic! MRI! datasets! for! estimating! the! respiratory! motion! of! the! heart.! The!
segmented!first!dynamic!slice!was!used!in!3!degreeVofVfreedom!(DOF)!affine!registration!
to! estimate! the! respiratory! motion! relative! to! it! for! each! subsequent! slice.! The!
translation! motion! of! the! heart! in! the! SI! direction! obtained! from! the! registration!




! The! respiratory! signal! from! the! bellows! on! the! volunteer’s! abdomen! was!




space! that! would! be! required.! Thus! we! will! show! the! results! of! selected! example!
volunteer!studies!herein.!Each!volunteer!was!assigned!a!number!for!the!purpose!of!this!
paper!and!this!volunteer!number!will!be!provided!when!results!are!given.!
! The!VTS! chest!markers! and! the! chest!wall! navigator! showed!a! strong,! positive!
correlation!with!an!average!±!standard!deviation!of!0.95!±!0.02!for!nine!volunteers.!The!






comparison!of! these! two! independently!derived!measures! the!usage!of! the!Navigator!
signal!for!tracking!the!external!motion!of!the!chest!wall!and!for!usage!in!tracking!the!SI!
motion! of! the! superior! wall! of! the! LV! internally.! Herein! we! will! use! the! Navigator!
measured!internal!motion!of!the!heart!and!the!VTS!externally!measured!motion!of!chest!
as!our!comparisons!of!tracked!motions.!!






or! either! of! the! abdomen! markers! could! be! used! for! comparison! to! the! navigator!
measured! internal!motions.!This!result! is! further! illustrated! in!Figure!3.4,!which!shows!
plots!of!the!individual!chest!and!abdomen!Spearman!ranked!correlations!of!the!motion!
of! individual! external! markers! with! the! navigator! internal! heart! motion! for! nine!
volunteers.! Notice! that! the! extent! of! external! to! internal! agreement! does! vary! with!








heart! superior! LV!wall! as! determined! by! the! navigator! for! 3! volunteers! are! shown! in!
Figure! 3.5.! The! Spearman! ranked! correlation! coefficients! between! the! internal! heart!
motion!and!the!VTS!chest!and!abdomen!markers!are!also!given!to!provide!a!quantitative!
measure!of! the! correlation! in! the! shapes! (but!not!actual!magnitudes)!of! the!motions.!
The! plots! of! Figure! 3.5(a)! visually! demonstrate! a! wellVdefined! temporal! correlation!









function( of( time( for( about( 5( minutes( as( measured( by( the( VTS( for( volunteer( 3.( (b)( Plotted( are( the(
displacements( of( the( internal( heart,( diaphragm( and( chest( wall( respiratory(motions( obtained( by( the(
respective(navigator(as(a( function(of( time.( (c)(Plot(of( the( respiratory(pressure(sensor(data(during(MR(











! In!general!over! the!nine!volunteers,!a! strong,!positive!correlation!between! the!
external! marker! motion! (AP! direction)! and! the! internal! heart! motion! (SI! direction)!
during! expiration! and! inspiration! phases! was! observed.! The! average! ±! standard!
deviation! in! the!Spearman’s! ranked!correlation!coefficient! (ρ)!over! the!nine!volunteer!
studies!was!0.92!±!0.1!between! the!external!abdomen!marker!and! the! internal!heart,!
and! 0.87! ±! 0.2! between! the! external! chest! marker! and! the! internal! heart.! Though!
generally!good,!not!all!studies!showed!a!strong!correlation!to!both!abdomen!and!chest!
markers.! This! is! illustrated! in! Figure! 5! (b),! which! shows! the! time! series! plot! for! a!
volunteer!with!moderate!agreement!(ρ6=!0.78)!between!the!abdomen!marker!and!the!
heart,!and!a!strong!correlation!between!the!chest!marker!and!the!heart! (ρ6=!0.96).! In!
Figure! 5! (c)! is! shown! an! example! of! a! poor! correlation! (ρ6=! 0.38)! between! the! chest!
marker!and!the!heart,!and!a!strong!agreement!between!the!abdomen!and!the!heart!ρ6=!
0.88).! Thus!we!have!observed!either! the! chest!or! the!abdomen!marker! signals! to!not!







Figure( 3.5( The( time( series( plots( for( Volunteers( 2( (a),( 4( (b)( and( 5( (c)( show( the( VTS( determined( AP(
displacements( of( selected( external( chest( and( abdomen( markers( as( a( function( of( time( during( MRI(
acquisition.(Also(shown(is(the(internal(SI(respiratory(motion(of(the(heart(superior(LV(wall(as(determined(











inspiration(and(expiration( for(better(visualization(of( the( inspiratory(and(expiratory( trajectories(of( the(






! It! is! difficult! to! visualize! the! differences! in! the!motion! of! the! heart! versus! the!
external!tracking!of!motion!in!Figure!3.5!(b)!and!(c).!This!is!better!seen!in!the!2D!scatter!
plots! shown! in! Figure! 6,! which! provides! results! for! measurements! in! these! two!
volunteers!plus!three!more!of!our!nine!volunteers.!As!illustrated!on!the!left!in!this!figure!
there!was!in!many!but!not!all!cases!a!strong,!positive!correlation!between!the!internal!
motions! of! the! heart! and! the! diaphragm.! The! average! ±! standard! deviation! in! the!
Pearson!correlation!coefficient!(r)!over!all!nine!volunteer!studies!was!0.87!±!0.13.!On!the!
right! of! this! figure! is! shown! the! corresponding! external! motions! of! the! chest! and!
abdomen!markers,!which!also!generally!show!a!strong,!positive!correlation.!The!average!
±!standard!deviation!in!the!Pearson!correlation!coefficient!was!0.82!±!0.21.!
! !As! shown! in! the! plots! of! Figure! 3.6! not! all! volunteers! exhibited! a!monotonic!




nine! volunteers,! six! showed! a! linear! or! monotonic! relationship! visually! for! both! the!
internal!and!external!measurements.!Further!these!six!had!common!trajectories! in!the!
2D!plots!for!both!inspiration!and!expiration!phases!as!illustrated!in!Figure!3.6!(a)!and!(b).!
The! scatter! plots! for! two! other! volunteers! shown! in! Figure! 3.6! (c)! and! (d),! exhibited!





the! 2D! scatter! plot! for! external! marker! motions! of! the! chest! and! abdomen! showed!
hysteretic! loops! drifting! downward,! while! the! corresponding! scatter! plot! for! internal!
motion! exhibited! a! monotonic! trend.! The! direction! of! the! hysteretic! loops! is! always!
counterVclockwise,!but!with!varying!degree!of!hysteresis!for!every!respiratory!cycle.!The!
time!series!plots!for!this!volunteer!were!shown!in!Figure!3.5!(c).!
The! 2D! scatter! plots! of! Figure! 3.7! provide! a! direct! comparison! between! the! external!
markers! (chest! and! abdomen)! and! the! internal! respiratory! motion! of! the! heart! for!
examples!of!linear!and!hysteretic!motion.!The!linear!case!is!shown!in!Figure!3.7(a)!and!is!
from! volunteers! 2.! Note! that! the! motion! of! both! the! chest! and! abdomen! markers!
correlates! linearly!with! the! internal!motion!of! the!heart.!The!hysteretic!case!shown! in!
Figure! 3.7(b)! is! from! volunteer! 4.! Note! the! linear! correspondence! between! the! chest!
motion! and! internal! heart! motion;! however,! the! correlation! between! the! abdomen!















performed;! on! the! other! hand,! the! respiratory! curves! on! the! scatter! plots! showed! a!








Figure( 3.8( 2D( scatter( plots( of( pair<wise( comparisons( of( the( navigator( data( for( the( heart( and( the(
diaphragm,( and( the( VTS( data( for( the( external( chest( and( abdomen(markers( for( one( volunteer( 4( are(
shown( for( (a)( deep( breathing( and( (b)( shallow(breathing( acquired( on( different( days.(Note( how( these(
plots(clearly(show(the(hysteretic((a)(and(linear((b)(behavior(internally(and(externally.((
 3.4(Discussion(
! The! irregular! breathing! patterns! along! with! the! hysteresis! observed! in! our!
studies! may! have! significant! impact! on! the! accuracy! and! reliability! of! the! gating! /!









expiratory! and! inspiratory! respiratory!phases.! Performing! amplitude!binning! in! such! a!
study!would! result! in! considerable! variation! in! the! SI! location!of! the!heart! in! the! listV






variability!has!been!determined! to!be!present! in!patients!undergoing!PET/CT! [30]!and!
SPECT![31]!imaging.!
! The! most! direct! approach! to! tackle! the! problem! of! hysteresis! is! to! treat! the!
inspiration! and! expiration! phases! separately! [4].! However,! the! resulting! images! are!
subjected!to!poor!signalVtoVnoise!ratio!since!each!of!the!frames!contains!only!part!of!the!
counts! available! throughout! the! acquisition! of! a! respiration! average! emission! dataset!
therefore!yielding!noisy!images.!Alternatively,!since!the!pattern!of!hysteresis!if!present!
manifests! itself! both! internally! and! externally! one! could! combine! the! respiratory!
information!acquired! from!the!chest!or! the!abdomen!areas!with!a!motion!model! that!
takes! hysteresis! into! account! when! predicting! the! motion! of! the! heart.! Conceivably,!
from!the!examples!presented!in!this!study,!using!the!respiratory!information!from!both!
the!chest!and!the!abdomen!regions,!comparable!to!the!work!shown!by!Fayad!et6al.![32]!




hysteresis! and! irregular! breathing! patterns!would! result! in!more! accurate! respiratory!
motion!correction.!An!excellent!recent!review!of!respiratory!motion!modeling!provides!
more!details!on!the!current!status!of!such!modeling!in!medical!imaging![34].!!
! We! are! uncertain! of! the! physiological! basis! for! our! observations! that! the!
presence!of!hysteresis!of!heart!motion!internally!is!manifested!externally!in!a!difference!
in! the! chest! and! abdomen!marker!motion.!One! possible! explanation! is! the! following.!
There!are!two!principle!mechanisms!for!changing!respiratory!volume!of!the!lungs.!The!




possible! internal! imbalances! in! lung! pressure! [36]! could! play! a! part! in! retarding! the!
internal! motion! of! the! heart.! Such! a! damping! could! then! result! in! delayed! periodic!
motion!as!observed!in!a!forced!damped!oscillation![37].!However!study!of!a!much!larger!











! In! this! study,!we! investigated! the!correspondence!of! the! respiratory!motion!of!
the!heart!as!assessed!internally!using!the!Navigator!methodology!to!the!external!motion!
of!markers!measured!by!a!VTS.!We!determined!hysteresis! and! irregular!motion! to!be!
present! in!several!of!our!volunteers.!The!hysteresis!between!the!markers!of! the!chest!
and!the!abdomen!correlates!with!SI!motion!of!the!heart!and!the!diaphragm.! It! is! thus!
potentially! a! means! to! indicate! the! presence! of! hysteresis! and! could! be! useful! in!
predicting! the! respiratory! motion! of! the! heart.! The! motion! of! the! ensemble! of! the!
markers!combined!with!a!better!motion!model!may!be!useful!in!providing!an!improved!
strategy!for!binning!listVmode!emission!data!into!more!accurate,!consistent!binning.!Our!
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Abstract—!Binning! listVmode!acquisitions!as!a! function!of!a!surrogate!signal! related!to!




presence! of! hysteresis! when! heart! motion! exhibits! a! different! relationship! with! the!
surrogate!during!inspiration!and!expiration.!The!purpose!of!this!study!was!to!investigate!
the! novel! approach! of! using! the! BoucVWen!model! to! provide! a! signal! accounting! for!
hysteresis! when! binning! listVmode! data! with! the! goal! of! thereby! improving! motion!
correction.! The! study! in! based! on! our! previous! observations! that! hysteresis! between!






model!by! inputting! the!VTS!derived!chest!and!abdomen!motions! into! it!and!using! the!
resulting! output! signals! as! surrogates! for! cardiac!motion.! The! data! of! the! volunteers!
were!divided! into! training!and! testing! sets.! The! training! set!was!used! to!obtain! initial!
values! for! the! model! parameters! for! all! of! the! volunteers! in! the! set,! and! for! set!





with! the! testing!set! to!estimate!output!signals.!Pearson’s! linear!correlation!coefficient!
between! the! abdomen,! chest,! and! BoucVWen! derived! signals! versus! the! true! internal!
motion!of!the!heart!from!MRI!was!used!to!judge!the!signals!match!to!the!heart!motion.!
The! results! show! that! the! BoucVWen! model! generated! signal! correlated! better! on!
average! with! the! heart! motion! compared! to! either! of! the! signals! from! the! external!
markers!alone,!although!the!improvement!was!not!statistically!significant.!Furthermore,!


















Respiratory! motion! is! inevitable! in! emission! tomography! due! to! the! long!
acquisition! times! of! emission! scans.! This! leads! to! image! artifacts! and! errors! in!
quantification! [1V3].! With! the! emergence! of! multimodality! imaging! scanners! (e.g.,!
PET/CT!and!SPECT/CT),!the!problems!from!uncorrected!motion!have!been!amplified!due!
to!the!artifacts!present!in!the!attenuation!corrected!images!caused!by!an!inconsistency!
in! respiratory!motions! between! the! transmission! /! CT! and! the! emission!data! [4V7].! In!
addition! to! inaccurate! attenuation! correction,! respiratory!motion! leads! to! image! blur!
resulting!in!loss!of!contrast!and!biased!quantification![8].!!
Several!acquisition!methods!based!on!respiratory!gating!have!been!proposed!for!
mitigating! the! effects! of! respiratory! motion! [9V11].! Such! gated! acquisitions! yield! a!
number!of! images! corresponding! to!distinct!parts!of! the! respiratory! cycle.! Each!gated!
set! of! images! contains! only! a! small! part! of! the! total! respiratory! motion! resulting! in!
images!with!minimal!motion! artifacts.! Respiratory! gating! of! the! emission!data! can!be!
performed!employing:! (a)!phaseVbased!gating!and/or!(b)!amplitudeVbased!gating.!Both!
are! based! on! a! respiratory! signal! obtained! by! tracking! some! aspect! of! respiratory!
motion!in!the!subject.!In!phaseVbased!gating,!the!emission!data!is!sorted!based!on!the!
phase! or! relative! time! point! within! the! subject’s! respiratory! cycle.! In! this! approach,!





in! amplitudeVbased! gating,! the! sorting! of! emission! data! is! based! on! the! measured!
amplitude! of! the! respiratory! signal,! irrespective! of! the! phases! in! the! subject's!
respiratory! cycle.! This! method! captures! the! extent! of! respiratory! motion! more!
accurately.! This! is! especially! important! when! patient! respiration! is! variable.!
Experimental! analysis! from!various! studies! [12V16]! indicates! that! the!amplitudeVbased!
gating!is!the!preferred!method,!with!the!exception!of!when!respiration!is!very!regular.!
The! amplitudeVbased! gating! method! assumes! that! the! organs! move! in! the! same!
trajectory!for!both!inspiration!and!expiration.!However,!studies!have!shown!that!certain!
individuals!can!exhibit!hysteresis,!in!which!the!organs!follow!different!trajectories!during!




Figure(4.1(2D(Scatter(plot( illustrating( the(phenomenon(of(hysteresis( in( the( respiratory(motion(of( the(
heart(relative(to(that(of(an(external(abdominal(marker.(The(MRI(Navigator(methodology(was(employed(
to( measure( the( superior/( inferior( motion( of( the( heart( in( a( free<breathing( human( volunteer.( The(








the! heart! can! show! a! variation! in! its! displacement.! This! is! illustrated! using! the! MRI!
Navigator! data! from! a! volunteer! in! Fig.! 1,! wherein! the! position! of! the! heart! is! very!
different!with!respect!to!the!position!of!the!abdomen!during!expiratory!and!inspiratory!
phases! of! the! respiratory! cycle.! Therefore,! performing! binning! using! a! hysteretic!
respiratory! signal! based! on! amplitude! alone! results! in! suboptimal! correction.! This!
complex! internal! behavior! indicates! that! estimating! the! heart! motion! from! a! single!
parameter! (such! as! the! respiratory! signal! related! to! abdominal!motion)!may!not! fully!
describe! the!motion! trajectories!of! the!heart! thereby! introducing!errors! and! reducing!
the!effectiveness!of!amplitudeVbased!binning!method.!!
Dasari! et.6 al.[19],! investigated! the! relationship! between! the! anteriorVposterior!
(AP)! motion! of! external! markers! on! the! chest! and! the! abdomen! of! freeVbreathing!
human!volunteers!using!a!Visual!Tracking!System!(VTS)![23].!In!addition,!the!relationship!
between! the! superiorVinferior! (SI)! motion! of! the! heart! and! the! diaphragm! were!
investigated! by! internal! tracking! using! MRVNavigators! in! synchrony! with! external!









available! at! that! signal! amplitude.! This! also! nearly! doubles! the! number! of!
reconstructions! necessary! to! estimate! respiratory! motion! for! later! correction! in! a!
combined! iterative! reconstruction! with! motion! correction! of! all! the! acquired! events!
[16].!Therefore,!a!method!that!accounts!for!the!effects!of!hysteresis!without!sacrificing!
the!SNR!of! the! reconstructed! images!or! significantly! increasing!processing! time!would!
be!desirable.!One!such!method!can!be!based!on!using!the!respiratory!information!from!
both! the! chest! and! the! abdomen! regions! [24]! in! combination! with! a! better! motion!
model!to!account!for!the!effects!of!hysteretic!respiratory!motion.!!
The!hysteretic!behavior! is!encountered! in!a!diverse! range!of!processes!such!as!
magnetism,! ferroVelectricity,! mechanics,! structures,! biology! and! other! areas.! Several!
mathematical!models! [25]! have!been!put! forth! to! describe! the!behavior! of! hysteretic!
processes!including!the!Duhem!model![26],!the!Preisach!model![27],!and!the!BoucVWen!
model! [28V30].! The! BoucVWen! model! is! popular! in! mechanical! and! structural!
engineering! due! to! its! simple! numerical! implementation! and! its! ability! to! represent! a!
wide! range! of! hysteretic! loop! shapes.! The! BoucVWen! model! in! its! original! form!
generates! stable! clockwise! hysteretic! loops! while! hysteresis! associated! with! the!
respiratory! system! is! counterclockwise! [17,! 19].! Therefore,! in! this! study!we! utilized! a!
modified! BoucVWen! model! [31,! 32]! to! estimate! the! heart! position! relative! to! the!











the! VTS! stereo! imaging! and! MRI! acquisition! by! wrapping! bands! with! markers! (2Vcm!
diameter! retroVreflective!markers! filled!with!copper!sulfate!solution)!about! their!chest!
and! abdomen! as! illustrated! in! Figure! 4.2.! The! volunteers! were! instructed! to! breathe!
slowly! and! regularly! for! approximately! a! 5Vminute! period! during! which! the! motion!











within! the! 3Vdimensional! imaging! volume! of! the! MRI! as! shown! in! Figure! 4.3.! The!
components! of! the! VTS! include:! the! nearVinfrared! cameras,! the! controlling! hardware!
module,!and!the!software!to!analyze!and!present!the!data.!Three!cameras!of!the!VTS,!
mounted!on!the!wall!of!the!MRI!room,!were!arranged!in!a!manner!such!that!the!center!
of! the! volume! to! be! tracked! is! at! the! isoVcenter! of! the! MRI! scanner.! Before! each!
experimental!session,!the!VTS!was!calibrated!for!stereo!motionVtracking!and!tested!for!
minimal! RF! interference! with! the!MRI! as! discussed! in! [33].! The! VTS! performs! stereo!
imaging! of! the! external! retroVreflective! markers! placed! on! the! thoracic/abdominal!



























are( shown( as( plots( of( 1D( gray<scale( information( perpendicular( to( each( body( interface( versus( time.(
These(portray(the(respiratory(motions(of(the(diaphragm,(heart,(and(chest(wall.(
 4.2.C$Internal$Respiratory$Motion$Tracking$System:$MR$Navigator$technique$
MR! imaging! of! the! participants! was! performed! using! a! Philips! Healthcare!
ACHIEVA!3.0VT!whole!body!MRI!scanner.!The!MRI!software!provided!three!independent!






wall/lung!boundaries,! the! right!diaphragm,!and! the!anterior!wall!of! the!chest! to! track!
the!motion!of!the!corresponding!structures.!An!example!of!the!observed!displacements!
is! shown! in! Figure! 4.4b.! The! multiVnavigator! MR! dynamic! imaging! through! the! left!





In! this! study,! we! utilized! a! variant! of! the! BW!model! [31,! 32]! to! estimate! the!
internal!motion!of!the!heart!by!utilizing!the!respiratory!motion!from!the!chest!and!the!
abdomen! regions.! This! model! was! experimentally! modified! to! describe! counterV
clockwise! hysteretic! loops! as! observed! in! respiratory! dynamics! (Fig.! 1).! This!modified!
form!is!given!as:!!
!!!!! = !(! + !!!! ! − !! ! ! − !! ! )! ! ! (4.1)!
where,! x(t)! and! w(t)! represent! the! anteriorVposterior! (AP)! displacements! of! the!
abdomen! and! chest!markers! as! a! function! of! time,! respectively.! Also! in! this! equation!








can!be!derived!by!rearranging!Eq.!(1)!and!dividing!it!by!the!respiratory!rate!dx/dt:!!!"# = !" !" = ! 1 − !! !!"#(!) (1 − !!!!!!!"#(!) + !!!! !!"#(!))! (4.2)!
The!differential!term!(!!"#)!represents!the!estimated!data!points!on!the!hysteretic!loop,!







used! for! modeling! hysteresis! in! other! disciplines,! to! the! best! of! our! knowledge,,! its!
application! to! fit! respiratory! hysteresis! has! not! been! reported.! Thus,! the! following!
parameter! identification!scheme!was!employed!to!determine!the!optimal! initial! set!of!
parameter!values!for!a!given!respiratory!pattern!(either!monotonic!or!hysteretic).!!!!
Herein,! the! sumVsquared!error! (E)!between! the!modelVresponse! (!!"#)! and! the!
actual!experimental!value!(!)!was!used!as!the!objective!function!and!expressed!as!!




where,!M! is! the! total! number! of! samples,!w(m)! denotes! the! observed! experimental!
value!of!the!mth!sample!of!the!chest!marker,!and!wEst(m)!denotes!the!corresponding!mth!
estimated!value!from!the!model!expressed!by!Eq.! (4.2).!The!optimization!problem!can!
be! stated! as! the! minimization! of! this! objective! function.! To! solve! the! optimization!
problem,!the!Nelder–Mead!simplex!algorithm!was!adopted!in!Eq.!(4.3)! iteratively![35].!
The! MATLAB! optimization! algorithm! (fmincon)! was! used! to! implement! the! iterative!
process.!Since!hysteresis!is!a!nonVlinear!phenomenon,!fitting!to!experimental!data!with!
a!multiVparameter! nonVlinear!model! is! done!using! an! iterative! procedure! that! require!
initial!values.!The!procedure!must!start!with!the!given!initial!values!for!each!parameter,!
inappropriate! starting! values! can! prevent! the! procedure! from! finding! a! best! fit! by!
converging! to! a! local! minimum! rather! than! the! global! minimum.! Therefore,! it! is!
imperative! for! the! optimization! algorithm! to! begin! the! iterations! with! a! good! initial!
estimate! of! the! four! parameters! to! avoid! being! trapped! in! local! minimums.! To!
circumvent! the! use! of! arbitrary! values! as! initial! parameters,! a! systematic! search!was!










between! the! BW!modelVestimated! heart!motion! and! the! true! heart!motion! from! the!
navigators,! which! inVturn! depicts! the! effectiveness! of! the! parameter! estimation.! The!
best!estimate!of!the!true!heart!position!was!obtained!using!the!set!of!initial!parameters!
from!the!permutation!matrix!that!resulted!in!the!maximum!correlation!coefficient!(rMax)!














cycle( from(end<expiration( (EE)( to( end<inspiration( (EI)( and(back( to( EE(when(hysteresis( is( present.( The(
shaded(region(shows(the(area(of(the(respiratory(loop((AreaLoop).(The(ratio(of(AreaLoop(/AreaRect(averaged(




existed! multiple! initial! parameter! sets! producing! near! identical! response! for! a! given!
respiratory!pattern!and! identified!a!global! set!of! initial!parameter!values! that!allowed!
the!model!to!adequately!adapt!between!monotonic!and!hysteretic!respiratory!patterns.!
However,!the!performance!of!the!model!was!further!improved!when!two!distinct!sets!of!
initial! parameter! values! were! employed! for! each! of! the! respective! patterns.! The!
selection! process! of! the! initial! parameter! values! unique! to!monotonic! and! hysteretic!






of!H!is!illustrated!in!Figure!4.7.!H!is!calculated!as:!!(%) = (!"#$!""# !"#$!"#$)!!!!! ! ! !×100!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(4.4)!!
where,6 N! is! the! number! of! respiratory! cycles,! AreaLoop! is! the! area! of! the! individual!
respiratory! cycle,! and! AreaRect! is! the! area! of! the! rectangle! with! sides! ‘p’! and! ‘q’!
corresponding! to! the! depth! of! breathing! shown! by! the! chest! and! abdomen!markers,!
respectively.!!
 4.2.G$Training$and$testing$of$the$BW$model$for$Respiratory$Cardiac$Motion$
6 Our! objective! is! to! determine! and! validate! initial! parameter! sets! for! use! in!
estimating! respiratory! cardiac!motion.! If! this! is! successful! the! error! in! estimating! the!
heart!motion! can!be!minimized.! In! addition! to!minimizing! the! error! in! estimation! the!




6 Training6 set:$ A! training! set! of! 7! from! the! 19! available! subjects! was! chosen!
retrospectively!based!on!the!H!value!by!subVsetting!the!original!data!in!a!manner!that!it!
included! examples! of! 4!monotonic! patterns! and! 3! hysteretic! patterns.! The! algorithm!




parameters! (one! for! monotonic! and! one! for! hysteretic)! to! be! used! with! the! testing!
studies!to!judge!the!utility!of!our!proposed!methodology.!The!method!for!selecting!the!
initial!parameter!sets!was!performed!as!follows:!!
i) A! pool! of! parameter! value! sets!was! selected! from! the! permutation!matrix!
such!that!the!Pearson!productVmoment!linear!correlation!coefficient!(r)!was!





iii) The!mean! of! the! percentage! differences! corresponding! to! each! parameter!
value! set! from! the! pool! was! calculated! independently! for! the! monotonic!
subjects,! the! hysteretic! subjects,! and! the! combined! seven! subjects! in! the!
training!set.!!
iv) The! parameter! sets! resulting! in! the! lowest! mean! percentage! difference!
unique!to!the!monotonic!subjects,!the!hysteretic!subjects,!and!the!combined!
subjects!were!chosen!accordingly.!
6 Testing6 set:6 The! remaining! 12! subjects! unused! in! the! training! set! were!
considered!as!the!testing!set.!The!proposed!AverageVArea!algorithm!discussed!in!section!








! For! both! training! and! testing! data! sets,! pairVwise! comparisons! along! with!
correlational!analysis!were!performed!between!the!navigator!heart!motion!and:!1)!the!
external! abdomen! marker;! 2)! the! external! chest! marker;! 3)! the! BoucVWen! model!
derived! signals.! The!measure!used! for! assessing! the!performance!of! the!model! in! the!
testing! sets! was! Pearson! productVmoment! linear! correlation! coefficient! (r).! A! paired!
Student’s! tVtest! with! Bonferroni! correction! to! account! for! multiple! comparisons! was!














! Figure! 4.8! (a)! shows! the! plot! of! the! number! of! subjects!whose!H6 (measure! of!
extent! of! hysteresis)! fell! within! binned! values! versus! H.! Based! on! these! results! we!
selected!a!threshold!value!of!20%!to!categorize!their!respiratory!chest!versus!abdomen!
motion!as!either!monotonic!or!hysteretic.!Figure!4.8!(b)!shows!examples!of!the!extent!of!






Table(4.1( Shown(are( the( initial( four(parameter( values(along(with( the( corresponding(highest(





ρ6 δ6 σ6 γ6
1! 0! 0.1! 0.15! 0.75! 0.953! 12! Monotonic!
2! 0! 0.05! 0.85! 0.20! 0.972! 12! Monotonic!
3! 0.1! 0.4! 0.05! 0.45! 0.973! 7! Monotonic!
4! 0.05! 0.15! 0.1! 0.7! 0.952! 8! Monotonic!
5! 0.05! 0.6! 0.1! 0.25! 0.850! 22! Hysteresis!
6! 0.05! 0.00! 0.60! 0.35! 0.902! 54! Hysteresis!
7! 0! 0! 0.05! 0.95! 0.902! 56! Hysteresis!
!
! Table!4.1!lists!the!initial!parameter!values!for!each!of!the!7!studies!in!the!training!
set! which! resulted! in! the! highest! (r)! (between! the! BW! model! predicted! and! the!
navigator!signals)!obtained!from!the!exhaustive!search!of!the!studies!in!the!training!set.!
Also! listed! are! the! corresponding! values! of! (r),! the! extent! of! observed! hysteresis! (H)!
between!the!abdomen!and!chest!markers,!and!the!pattern!determined!by!using!20%!as!
a!threshold!value!on!H.!!
! Note! that! the! set! of! initial! parameters! varies! from! one! study! to! another.! As!
stated! in! section! 4.2.F.,! no! common! starting! set! of! initial! parameters! was! observed!








the!criteria!discussed! in! section!2.G.!were! selected.!These! initial!parameter!value! sets!
along! with! their! corresponding! mean! percentage! differences! for! the! monotonic,! the!
hysteretic,!and!the!combined!subjects!are!reported! in!Table!4.2.!Notice!that!using!the!
“monotonic”!parameter!value!set! resulted! in! the! lowest!percentage!difference! for! the!
monotonic! subjects.! Similarly! the! “hysteretic”! and! the! “global”! parameter! value! sets!
resulted! in! the! lowest! percentage! difference! for! the! hysteretic! subjects! and! for! the!
combination!of!all!subjects,!respectively,!in!the!training!set.!!!
Table( 4.2( Shown( are( the( initial( parameter( value( sets( with( corresponding(mean( percentage(





ρ6 δ6 σ6 γ6 Monotonic!Set!! Hysteretic!Set! Combined!Set!!
Monotonic! 0.05! 0.15! 0.05! 0.75! 0.70( 1.74! 1.14!
Hysteretic! 0.4! 0.1! 0.4! 0.1! 1.73! 0.56( 1.23!
Global! 0.25! 0.15! 0.25! 0.35! 0.94! 1.12! 1.02(
!
The! performance! of! the! BW!model,! in! estimating! the! heart! motion! using! the!
chest! and! abdomen!markers! is! assessed! by! correlating! with! the! true! cardiac! motion!
determined!by!the!Navigator,!is!shown!for!five!selected!subjects!from!the!training!set!in!
Figure! 4.9.! The! first! two! rows! in! Figure! 4.9! show! plots! for! studies! with! monotonic!
patterns,!and!the!last!three!rows!show!plots!for!the!hysteretic!patterns.!The!first!column!
shows!plots!of!the!chest!marker!motion!as!a!function!of!the!abdomen!marker!motion.!




through! the! AverageVArea! algorithm! are! overlaid! with! the! experimental! data! to!
illustrate!the!impact!of!BW!model!fitting.!The!correlation!of!each!of!the!plotted!signals!




derived! signal! shows! consistently! stronger! correlation!with! the! internal! heart!motion!
than!either!the!chest!or!abdomen!marker!signal!alone.!It!should!be!noted!that!the!exact!
agreement! in! the!magnitude!of! these!external! signals!with! the! internal!motion!of! the!
heart! is!not!being!sought;! rather,! the!goal! is! to!determine!a!signal!which!provides!the!




testing! set! with! respect! to! the! Navigator! determined! heart!motion! for! the! abdomen!
signal,! the! chest! signal,! the!AverageVArea!algorithm! (BWAverage*Area)! and! the!exhaustive!
search!(BWExhaustive*Search).!The!extent!of!hysteresis!(H)!and!pattern!categorization!are!also!
shown.!Note! that! in! all! cases! shown! in! this! table,! the! signal! from! the!BWExhaustive*Search!













the( signal( from( the( abdomen,( chest,( BW(model( using( the( set( of( initial( parameters( selected(






Abdomen! Chest! BWAvg*Area! BWExhaustive*Search!!
1! 0.96! 0.90! 0.97! 0.97! 7! Monotonic!
2! 0.91! 0.90! 0.95! 0.95! 8! Monotonic!
3! 0.97! 0.93! 0.98! 0.99! 14! Monotonic!!
4! 0.93! 0.71! 0.89! 0.94! 38! Hysteretic!
5! 0.98! 0.68! 0.97! 0.99! 43! Hysteretic!
6! 0.81! 0.80! 0.85! 0.87! 7! Monotonic!
7! 0.96! 0.93! 0.97! 0.97! 30! Hysteretic!
8! 0.96! 0.96! 0.98! 0.98! 17! Monotonic!
9! 0.96! 0.95! 0.96! 0.98! 14! Monotonic!
10! 0.92! 0.93! 0.93! 0.97! 2! Monotonic!
11! 0.95! 0.88! 0.95! 0.97! 18! Monotonic!
12! 0.97! 0.94! 0.97! 0.97! 17! Monotonic!







Figure( 4.9( Pair<wise( scatter( plots( of( external,( BW( model( derived,( and( internal( Navigator( measured(
signals(for(five(of(the(seven(subjects(from(the(training(set.(First(column:(external(chest(marker((AP)(and(
BW(derived(signals(versus(abdomen(marker(signal((AP).(Second(column:(Navigator<determined(internal(
heart( motion( (SI)( versus( abdomen( marker( signal.( Third( Column:( internal( heart( motion( versus( chest(






We! used! experimental! respiratory! signals! acquired! from! subjects! to! test! the!
proposed! BW! model! in! estimating! the! heart! position! over! different! respiratory!
hysteretic! patterns.! The! possible! reasons! for! hysteresis! are! due! to! the! complex! and!
intricate! interplay! between! the! diaphragm! and! intercostal! muscles! responsible! for!
inspiration!and!expiration.!Furthermore,!it!is!believed!that!the!viscoelastic!nature!of!the!
lungs![17]!and!internal!imbalances!in!lung!pressure![36]!also!play!a!part!in!retarding!the!





correlation! values! (r)! accurately! captured! the! trends! of! respiration! in! all! the! subjects.!
The! respiratory!motion! from!the!external!markers!and! the!BW!signals! showed!a!good!
correlation!with!the!heart!motion.!However,! from!the!examples!seen! in!Figure.!9,!one!
cannot!rely!on!the!chest!or!the!abdomen!marker!alone!for!amplitude!binning!due!to!the!








marker! (hysteretic)! corresponding! to! Fig.! 9D,! the!middle!bins!would! inherit!motion! in!
the!range!of!15!to!20!mm!resulting!in!residual!blurring!of!the!images!corresponding!to!




determine! the! initial! parameter! value! sets! suitable! for! the!BW!model! that! describe! a!
monotonic!or!a!hysteretic!behavior!in!estimating!the!heart!motion.!The!results!from!the!




The!BoucVWen!model!has!been!used! to!describe,!and!predict! the! responses!of!




suggest! that! the! proposed! model! may! serve! as! a! unified! framework! for! modeling!
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Abstract—The! objective! of! this! study! is! to! investigate! the! effects! of! hysteretic!
respiratory!motion! (RM)! and! assesses! the! effectiveness! of! using! the! BoucVWen! (BW)!
model! in!correcting! it! in! 99mTcVSestamibi!myocardial!perfusion!SPECT!(MPS).!Simulated!
phantoms!and!patient!scans!were!used!in!this!study.!4VD!NCAT!phantoms!were!used!in!
simulating! three! types! of! respiratory! patterns,! namely! monotonous,! mildVhysteresis,!
and!strong!hysteresis!with!normal!and!perfusion!defects!in!the!anterior,!lateral,!inferior!
and!septal!locations!of!the!midVventricular!wall.!NoiseVfree!SPECT!projections!simulated!
using! an! analytical! projector! were! then! added! with! Poisson! noise! to! generate! noisy!
realizations.! The! VTS,! BW! and! heart! respiratory! signals! synchronized! with! the!
projections!were! used! independently! to! generate! respiratory! bin! projection! sets.! Ten!
clinical! scans! were! performed! using! a! 99mTcVSestamibi! protocol! while! recording! the!
respiratory! signals! from! the! thoracic! and! abdomen! regions! using! a! Visual! Tracking!
System! (VTS).! The! VTS,! BW,! and! heart! respiratory! signals! synchronized! with! the!
simulated!projections!were!used! independently! to!generate! respiratory!bin!projection!
sets!in!phantom!studies,!while!the!VTS!and!the!BW!respiratory!signals!synchronized!with!
listmode!data!were! used! independently! to! generate! respiratory! bin! projection! sets! in!
clinical!studies.!A!segmentationVregistration!process!was!used!to!determine!the!extent!
of! motion! between! the! respiratory! bins.! This! extent! of! motion! was! further! inversely!
applied! to! the! binned! projections! for! correction! of! the! respiratory! motion! and!
reconstructed!using!the!OSEM!algorithm.!The!process!was!applied!to!the!phantom!and!




analysis.! In! the!phantom! studies,! correction!performed!using! the!hysteresis! corrected!
BW!signal!demonstrated!closer!representations!to!the!images!corrected!using!the!“true”!
heart! respiratory! signal! in! comparison! to! VTS! respiratory! signals.! Statistically,! the! BW!
model! provided! a! statistically! better! correction! for! the! phantom! studies! with! strong!
hysteresis! over! other! respiratory! signals! when! compared! to! monotonic! and! mildV
hysteretic!patterns.! !The!corrected!clinical! images!were!more!uniform!when!compared!
with!images!before!correction.!The!slices!and!polar!maps!of!clinical!scan!demonstrated!
qualitative! and! quantitative! differences! between! the! VTS! abdomen! signal! and! the!
hysteresis!corrected!BW!signal.!The!true!accuracy!of!the!correction!was!unknown!due!to!
the! lack! of! a! ground! truth! measure! in! these! clinical! studies.! ! Hysteretic! occurring! in!
respiration!during!MPI!SPECT!affects!the!quality!and!accuracy!of!RM!corrected!perfusion!
image.! Hysteresis! in! respiration! can! be! corrected! using! the! proposed! method.! The!














clinical! diagnosis! in! myocardial! SPECT! images.! Conventional! respiratory! correction!
methods! make! use! of! respiratory! signals! from! external! surrogates! (e.g.,! tracking! an!
external!marker,!a!pneumatic!bellow!on! the!abdomen,!or! spirometer)! [1,!2]!based!on!
the! assumption! that! there! exists! a! consistent! relationship! between! the! signals! and!
internal! heart!motion.! However,! studies! have! demonstrated! that! patients! can! exhibit!
respiratory! hysteresis,! wherein! the! heart! takes! different! trajectories! during! the!
inspiratory! and! the! expiratory! phases! of! the! respiratory! cycle! [3,! 4].! Such! internal!
behavior!suggests!that!prediction!of!the!heart!motion!from!a!single!parameter!(such!as!
the! respiratory! signal! related! to! abdominal! motion)! may! not! sufficiently! provide! the!
information!about!the!true!motion!trajectory!of!the!heart.!Motion!correction!methods!
used!in!RM!compensation!essentially!bin!the!emission!scans!according!to!the!respiratory!
signal! from! the!external! tracking!device.!Binning! can!be!performed! in!one!of! the! two!
ways:! phaseVbased! or! amplitudeVbased.! The! amplitudeVbased! RM! correction!methods!
have!been!determined! to!perform!better! than! the!phaseVbased!methods!by!capturing!
the! depth! of! breathing! [5V9].! However,! both! binning! methods! fail! to! account! for!
respiratory!hysteresis!leading!to!inherent!residual!blurring!in!the!final!image.!
We! have! previously! investigated! the! correlation! between! the! internal! organs! and!
the! external! markers! with! respiration! [4].! Results! from! this! study! indicate! that! the!




one! source! of! external! respiratory! information.! Current! methods! accounting! for!
hysteresis! are! done! either! by! separating! the! respiratory! signal! into! inspiration! and!
expiration! phases! [8,! 10],! or! by! fitting! ellipses! [11,! 12],! or! state! augmentation!
techniques! [13].! These! methods! have! been! primarily! used! in! estimating! lung! tumor!
locations.! However,! employing! the! aforementioned! methods! often! requires! either! a!
shape!prior,!short!preVscans,!or!phaseVoffsets!to!construct!an!accurate!model!to!predict!
the! internal! position.! These!methods! are! limited! in! application! for! extended! imaging!






BoucVWen! (BW)!model!without! the! need! for! shape! prior,! preVscans,! or! phaseVoffsets.!
The! model! uses! firstVorder! nonVlinear! differential! equations! for! accounting! the!
hysteretic!phenomenon!occurring!between!the!inspiration!and!expiration!phases!at!the!
same!time!accounting! for! the!variations!occurring!within!and!between!the!respiratory!
cycles.! The! effects! of! RM! on! image! uniformity,! and! defectVdetection! have! been!
comprehensively! investigated! through! simulations! [9,! 14V16]! and! clinical! settings! [17,!
18]! in! myocardial! perfusion! imaging! (MPI)! studies.! However,! to! the! best! of! our!




hysteresis!on! image!uniformity,! quantitation!and!defectVdetection! in!MPI! studies.! The!
presence! of! hysteresis! in! cardiac! RM! can! induce! residual!motion! into! the! respiratory!
bins!that!are!formed!according!to!the!amplitude!of!the!respiratory!signal;!the!effect!of!




using! the! BW! model.! Accordingly,! the! objective! of! this! study! was! twofold:! first,! to!
evaluate! the! impact! of! respiratory! hysteresis! on! MPI! images! when! amplitudeVbased!
motion! correction! is! performed! and,! second,! to! evaluate! the! performance! of! the!
amplitudeVbased! motion! correction! when! hysteresis! compensated! respiratory! signal!
obtained! through! the!BW!model! is! employed.! In! the!previous! study! [reference!here],!
the!use!of!the!BW!model!in!correcting!respiratory!hysteresis!was!described!in!detail,!and!
thus! not! discussed! in! detail! herein.! In! the! studies! reported! herein! the! effects! of!
respiratory! hysteresis! and! its! correction! on! MPI! images! were! evaluated! using! both!
anthropomorphic! digital! phantom! simulations! and! clinical! studies.! The! RM! in! the!
simulation! studies! was! based! on! recordings! of! internal! organs! (superiorVinferior!
direction)! in! freeVbreathing! volunteers! using! the! navigator! technique! during! MRI!
imaging.!The!MRI!imaging!was!synchronized!with!acquisition!anteriorVposterior!motion!
of! external!markers!measured! via! a! Visual! Tracking! System! (VTS)! [4].! The! simulations!












hysteresis( on( respiratory(motion( correction( strategies.( An( overview( of( this( process( is(
illustrated( in( Figure( 5.1.( Polar( map( based( quantitative( analysis( of( the( RM( correction(





on( a( given( respiratory( signal.( ( Therefore,( the( performance( of( the( RM( correction(
primarily(depends(on(the(nature(of(input(respiratory(signal(used,(which(implies(that,(to(
obtain( final( images( without( the( impact( of( hysteresis,( one( need( to( use( a( respiratory(
signal(free(from(hysteresis.(Table(5.1(summarizes(the(list(of(respiratory(signals(and(the(
manner(they(are(used(in(this(study.(MRBnavigator(technique(was(employed(to(measure(
the( superiorBinferior( (SI)( respiratory(motion(of( the(organs(over(300(EKGBgated(cardiac(
cycles.(The(respiratory(traces(acquired(using(MRBnavigators(served(two(main(purposes:(
Firstly,( as( the( basis( for( generating( respiratory( motion( of( the( phantom’s( organs.(
Secondly,( served(as( the( “truth”( through(which( the(performance(of( the(RM(correction(
using( the(external( respiratory( signals( (from( the(abdomen,( the( chest(and( the(BW)(was(
compared.( External( respiratory( signals( here( refer( to( the( anteriorBposterior( (AP)(





The( BW( signal( here( represents( the( respiratory( signal( derived( from( the( BW( model(







VTS( are( incorporated( in( the( modified( BoucBWen( model,( which( is( used( to( model(
hysteresis( in( estimating( the( heart( motion.( The( modified( BW( model( is( expressed( as(
following([20]((! = ! ! + !!!! ! − !! ! ! − !! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 5.1 !!!!(
where,(x(t)(and(w(t)((are(the(anteriorBposterior((AP)(displacements(of(the(abdomen(and(










and( the( abdomen( regions,( rather( than( the( respiratory( rates.( Hence,( the( term(dw/dx,(
conveys(the(variation(of(respiratory(motion(between(the(chest(and(the(abdomen(region(









SPECT( imaging( using( the( 4BD( NURBSBbased( cardiacBtorso( (NCAT)( human(
anthropomorphic(phantom([21].(From(previous(studies,(RM(of(the(heart(is(known(to(be(
small( compared( to( that( of( the( diaphragm( [3,( 4,( 22].( Furthermore( in( the( presence( of(
hysteresis,(the(RM(of(the(organs(exhibit(phase(difference(between(each(other([3,(4].(To(
simulate( the( phantom( as( close( as( possible( to( the( realistic( human( studies,( the( NCAT(
phantom(was(specifically(modified(to(accommodate(for(respiratory(hysteresis(observed,(
by( allowing( independent( motions( of( the( heart,( liver( and( spleen( (right( and( left(





RM( of( the( organs.( The( duration( of( respiration( is( about( five( minutes( with( 35B40(
respiratory(cycles.(Since(this(investigation(is(primarily(examining(the(effects(of(RM,(the(




Figure$5.2$Plots$ for$ the$MRI$navigator$measured$ internal$motion$on$ the$heart$and$diaphragm$for$ the$
monotonic,$mild$and$strong$hysteresis$respiratory$patterns$simulated$in$the$phantom$studies.$$
 
( Respiratory( hysteresis( in( the( phantoms( were( simulated( for( the( three( RM(
patterns,( namely:( i)( monotonic;( ii)( mildBhysteresis,( and;( iii)( strongBhysteresis( with(
maximum( extent( of( measured( heart( motion( of( 1.45( cm,( 1.25( cm( and( 2.3( cm,(




instant( in( the(RM(of( the(organs(measured.(Thus(creating(a(“breathing”(phantom(for(a(






( For(each(of( the( three(RM(patterns,( the(phantom(data(were(classified( into( two(
kinds(on(the(basis(of(myocardial(abnormality(namely:(a)(Normal(and(b)(Perfusion(Defect(
phantoms.((
( Normal( phantoms( represent( the( healthy( condition( of( heart( and( were( used( in(
comparing( the(effects(of(hysteresis( and( its( correction(using( the( respiratory( signals( for(
the(three(RM(patterns(in(terms(of(the(measure(of(respiratory(motion(estimates(and(the(
mean(uniformity(of(short(axis(slices(of(myocardial(wall.(
( Perfusion( defect( phantoms,( as( the( name( suggests( represent( the( abnormal(
condition( of( the( heart( with( perfusion( deficits( on( the( left( ventricular( wall.( Perfusion(
defect( phantoms( were( created( by( defining( myocardial( perfusion( defects( in( NCAT(
phantoms( as( independent( volumes,( which( were( then( subtracted( from( normal( NCAT(
phantoms.(Myocardial(perfusion(defects(were(simulated(on(the(mid(anterior((A),(lateral(
(B),( inferior((C),(and(septal((D)(regions(of(the( left(ventricle(wall.(The(size(of(the( lesions(






Figure$ 5.3$ Schematic$ illustrations$ showing$ the$ shortDaxis$ (left)$ and$ longDaxis$ (right)$ views$ of$ the$ left$
ventricle$ wall.$ The$ shaded$ areas$ represent$ the$ locations$ of$ the$ perfusion$ defects$ simulated$ on$ the$
anterior$ (!!"#$"% = !!),$ lateral$ (!!"#$"% = !!!),$ inferior$ (!!"#$"% = !"!!),$ and$septal$ (!!"#$"% = !"!!)$
walls$with$defect$span$(∆!) = !!!,$and$defect$size$(∆!) = !!!".$
(
( Figure( 5.3( shows( the( schematics( illustrating( the( defect( locations( on( the( left(
ventricle(in(shortBaxis(and(long(axis(views.(These(phantoms(with(perfusion(defects(were(





realizations( prior( to( the( simulation( of( the( acquisition( process.( Projection( data( was(
simulated( from( 4D( NCAT( phantoms( using( an( analytical( projector( [24],( modeling(
attenuation( (without( scatter( effect)( and( distanceBdependent( collimator( blurring( (low(





45°( left( posteriorBoblique,( simulating( a( dual( head( cardiac( SPECT( acquisition( in( the(
presence( of( respiration.( Then,( the( 256×256×60( projection( data( were( resized( to(
128×128×60(and(scaled( to(~7(million( total( counts( to(match( the(noise( level(of(a( 99mTcB
Sestamibi( cardiac( SPECT( study.( With( this( setBup,( unlike( the( variation( seen( in( patient(




Figure$ 5.4$ Schematic$ block$ diagram$ illustrating$ the$ experimental$ design$ of$ the$ simulation$ study.$ The$
simulations$were$performed$for$the$three$different$respiratory$patterns.$Each$respiratory$pattern$was$








( Ten( myocardial( perfusion( imaging( (MPI)( SPECT( acquisitions( were( used( in( this(
study.( A( list(mode( Stress( cardiac( gated( 99mTcBSestamibi( protocol( was( performed.( The(
following( parameters( were( used:( 128( X( 128( matrix,( 60( projections,( angular( range( of(
180°,( pixel( size( of( 6.8( mm.( CTBbased( attenuation( maps( were( used( for( attenuation(
correction.( The( respiratory( signals( from( the( chest( and( the( abdomen( regions( were(
recorded(by(motionBtracking(the(external(markers(using(the(VTS(system.(The(listBmode(
SPECT(data(were(then(separated(into(amplitude(bins(using(the(compensated(signal.(The(





retrospectively(binned( into(projections(of(different( respiratory( states(according( to( the(
amplitude( of( the( respiratory( signal( used.( The( amplitude( of( the( respiratory( signal(was(
divided(into(odd(number((7(for(clinical(and(9(for(simulation(studies)(of(bins(with(uniform(
intervals( between( the( global( maximum( (corresponding( to( the( end( inspiration)( and(
global(minimum((corresponding(to(the(end(expiration),((
( Phantom( Data:( The( amplitude( binning( of( the( simulation( data( was( performed(





abdomen( markers,( and;( 4)( the( MRI( heart( navigator( (ideal).( The( performance( of( the(
signals(from(the(external(markers(and(the(BW(model(were(compared(against(the(ideal(
signal.((




( RM( correction( was( performed( by( using( the( algorithm( described( in( [9],( the(
projections( were( summed( at( each( amplitude( bin( for( each( projection( angle.( For( each(
projection( angle,( projections( whose( respiratory( state( fell( in( the( same( interval( were(
summed( to(produce(nine( (seven( for(patient(data)( summed(projections( for( that( angle,(
one(for(each(of(the(total( intervals(of( the(amplitude(of(respiratory(signal.(The(summed(
projection(in(the(middle(respiratory(bin(was(considered(as(the(reference(state,(and(the(










For( the( clinical( and( phantom( OSEM( reconstructions( 15( and16( subsets( (4( angles( per(
subset)( were( used( accordingly.( Attenuation( correction( in( phantom( studies( was(
performed(using(the(attenuation(map(with(respiratory(motion(averaged(over(300(NCAT(
phantoms(for(each(of(the(three(respiratory(patterns.(
( In( addition( to( the( RM( corrected( reconstructions,( the( projections( were(
reconstructed(without(motion( correction( using( the( OSEM( algorithm.( This( formed( the(
uncorrected( reconstruction( dataset,(which(were( used( in( comparing( the(RM( corrected(
reconstructions.((
( Reconstruction( results( for( each( dataset( were( reformatted( into( short( and( long(
axes( slices( and( were( assessed( by( generating( polar( map( images.( InBhouse( software,(
CardiacApp(was(used(to(obtain(the(left(ventricle(regional(uptake(and(quantified(using(a(
17( segment( polar( map( [26].( A( normal( polar( map( was( generated( using( the(










motion( estimates( and( the( uniformity( of( the( polarBmaps.( A( Spearman( rankBorder(
correlation( coefficient( (ρ)( [27]( was( computed( as( a( nonBparametric( measure( of( the(
strength(and(the(direction(of(association(of(the(respiratory(motion(estimates(between(








variation( in(mean( counts( over( all( short( axis( slices( from( apexBtoBbase( [28,( 29].( It( was(
calculated(according(to(the(equation.(!"#$%&'#()!"#$!!"#$
= 100× !"#!"#$% − !!"#!"#$% / !"#!"#$% + !!"#!"#$% !!!!! ! !!!!!!(5.3)(




( Perfusion(defect(phantoms:(The(effects(of( respiratory(hysteresis( in(studies(with(






contrast,( which( implies( decreased( intensity( and( decreased( area( of( the( true( intensity(
values.( Therefore,( intensity( and( area(of( the(defects( in( the(phantom’s(myocardial(wall(
were( measured( in( the( polar( maps( to( study( the( severity( and( extent( of( the( defects(
respectively( for( each( of( the( three( respiratory( patterns.( The( values( of( defect( intensity(
and(area(were(measured( for( the(all( the( respiratory( signals(used( in(RM(correction(and(
were( compared( against( the( values( obtained( by( the( ideal( signal.( Defect( intensity( and(
area(are(reported(in(terms(of(percent(errors.((
( Intensity(calculation(was(done(within(a( region(of( interest( (ROI)(defined(around(
the(defect.(Absolute(differences(between(the(polar(maps(of(the(ideal(signal(and(the(test(
signals(were( normalized( by( the( ideal( signal( as( calculated( in( (4).( The( differences(were(
divided( by( the( polar(map( of( the( ideal( signal( on( pixelBbyBpixel( basis(within( the( ROI( to(
calculate(the(errors(in(intensity(and(reported(as(percentages.((%!""#"!!!"#!"#$= 100× !"#!!"#$"%&#'!"#$% − !"#!!"#$"%&#'!"#$ !"#!!"#$"%&#'!"#$% !!!!!!!!!!!!!!(5.4)(
where( !"#!!"#$"%&#'!"#$% !and( !"#!!"#$"%&#'!"#$( are( the( intensity( values( within( the(












of(the(ideal(signal.((%!""#"!"#$ = 100× !"#$!"#$% − !"#$!"#$ !"#$!"#$% !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(5.5)(
where(!"#$!"#$% !and(!"#$!"#$(are(the(of(the(areas(of(the(blackout(pixels(corresponding(
to(the(polar(maps(of(the( ideal(and(the(test(signals(respectively.(The(percent(errors(for(
both( the( defect( intensity( and( area( were( computed( as( averages( over( the( ten( noiseB
realizations.( A( paired( student’s( tBtest(with( Bonferroni( correction(was( applied( at( 95(%(
confidence( interval( to(assess( the( results(between( the( respiratory( signals.(A(pBvalue(of(
less( than( 0.05( was( considered( as( statistically( significant.( The( above( analysis( was(
simultaneously(performed(on( the(motionBaveraged( images(without(motion(correction,(










( The( effect( of( respiratory( hysteresis( and( its( correction( in( clinical( studies( was(
assessed( visually( based( on( the( short( and( vertical( longBaxes( emission( images,( and( the(
corresponding( polar(maps;( and( quantitatively( by( comparing( the( following( parameters(
for(each(patient(study.((
• The( extent( of( heart(motion:( the( extent( of( heart(motion( in( the( axial( direction(was(
calculated(by(measuring(the(difference(of( the(motions(estimated( in( the(endBstates(
by( the( amplitudeBbased( RM( correction( algorithm.( The( extent( of( heart( motion( as(




uncorrected( and( corrected( reconstructions,( and( between( the( polar( maps( of( the(
corrected( reconstructions( were( measured.( The( corrected( reconstructions( were(
obtained(using(the(abdomen(marker(and(the(BW(model(signals(independently.((
• Regional(uptake(changes( in(the(polar(maps:(Regional(changes( in(the(polar(maps(of(






Figure$ 5.5$ show$ the$ scatter$ (top$ row)$ and$ sideDbyDside$ box$ plots$ (bottom$ row)$ for$ the$ monotonic$






respiratory$ pattern.$ The$ scatter$ plots$ and$ sideDbyDside$ box$ plots$ summarize$ the$ relationship$ of$ the$















(bin$ 5)$ for$ monotonic,$ mild$ and$ strong$ hysteretic$ respiratory$ patterns$ obtained$ from$ the$ motionD







( Normal( phantoms:( In( Figure( 5.5B5.7:( The( scatter( plots( (top( row)( show( the(
correlation(between(the(AP(motion(of(the(external(chest(and(abdomen(markers,(the(SI(
motion(of( internal(heart(motion(w.r.t(the(AP(motion(of(the(external(abdomen(marker,(
chest( marker( and( the( BW( mode( for( the( monotonic,( mild( and( strong( hysteretic(
respiratory(patterns.(The(sideBbyBside(box(plots((bottom(row)(show(the(extent(of(heart(
motion( present( in( each( respiratory( bin( after( performing( amplitude( binning( on( each(
respiratory( signal( for( the(monotonic,(mild( and( strong( hysteretic( respiratory( patterns.(
The( medians( in( the( boxplot( approximately( correspond( to( the( respiratory( motion(
estimates(as(determined(by(the(registration(algorithm.((
( Figure( 5.8(ABC)( shows( the(motion( estimates( for( the( respiratory( signals( used( in(
motion(correction(of(normal(phantoms( for( the( three(different(hysteretic(patterns(and(
ten(noise(realizations.(It(is(seen(that(the(motion(estimates(follow(a(similar(trend(as(that(
of(the(medians(in(boxplots(shown(in(Figures(5.5B5.7.(The(motion(estimates(from(the(test(
respiratory( signals( show( good( correlation( with( the( ideal( signal.( Though( the( motion(
estimates(of(the(test(signals(are(close(to(the(estimates(of(the( ideal(signal,(the(residual(











resulted( in( better( uniformity( compared( to( the( uncorrected.( The( polar( maps(
corresponding( to( linear( pattern(with( 1.5( cm( extent( of(motion( shown( in( Figure( 5.9(A)(
resulted( in( the( best( uniformity.( The( corresponding( uncorrected( polar( map( showed(
artifacts( primarily( in( the( inferior( wall.( The( polar( maps( presented( in( Figure( 5.9(B)(
correspond( to( mildBhysteretic( pattern( with( 1.0( cm( (approx.)( extent( of( motion( shows(
very(good(uniformity,(on( careful(observation(of( the(uncorrected(polar(map,( very(mild(
artifact(is(present(in(the(inferior(wall(indicating(that(when(the(extent(of(motion(is(small(
in(the(presence(of(hysteresis(it(would(not(result(in(significant(motion(artifacts.(The(polar(
maps( shown( in( Figure( 5.9(C)( correspond( to( strongBhysteretic( pattern( with( 2.1( cm(
(approx.)( extent( of( motion( illustrating( the( effect( of( large( extent( of( motion( in(












$Figure$ 5.9$ Panels$ A,$ B$ and$ C$ consists$ of$ polar$ maps$ for$ monotonic,$ mild$ and$ strong$ hysteretic$
respiratory$ patterns$ from$ the$normal$ heart$ phantom$ reconstructions.$ Polar$maps$of$ the$uncorrected$
and$corrected$ reconstructions$ for$ the$ respiratory$ signals:$abdomen$ (Abd),$ chest,$ the$BW$model$ (BW)$










signals:$ abdomen$ (Abd),$ chest,$ the$ BW$model$ (BW)$ and$ the$ heart$ navigator$ (Ideal)$ used$ in$ motion$







Figure$5.11$The$defect$ intensity$and$defect$area$ (expressed$as$percent$errors)$ in$the$uncorrected$and$
corrected$reconstructions$using$the$respiratory$signals$from$the$abdomen,$chest$and$the$BW$model$for$
the$four$defect$locations.$Results$are$shown$for$the$monotonic,$mild$and$strong$hysteretic$respiratory$








perfusion( defect( studies( in( terms( of( percentage( error( with( statistical( comparisons(
between(the(uncorrected(and(corrected(sets(for(each(of(the(three(respiratory(patterns(
and( the( four(defect( locations.(The(errors( in( the(correction(methods( for(all( respiratory(
patterns(and(defect( locations(with(one(exception(being(defect(D( (septal(wall)( in(mildB
hysteretic(pattern(was(significantly( lower(than(in(the(uncorrected.(Although(the(errors(
for( intensity( and( areas( corresponding( to( the( chest( and( the( BW( signals( were( smaller(
compared(to(the(abdomen(signal(no(statistical(significance(was(found(between(them(for(
all(defect( locations( in( the(monotonic(and(mild(hysteretic( respiratory(patterns.( For( the(
strong(hysteretic(pattern( the(errors( resulting( from(using( the( chest( and( the(BoucBWen(
signals( in( RM( correction( was( smaller( compared( to( that( of( the( abdomen( signal.(
Statistically( significant( differences( in( errors( of( defect( intensity( and( area( between( the(
abdomen(and( the(BW(signals(were( found( in(defect( locations(B,(C(and(D;(and(C(and(D(
respectively.(This(suggests(that(the(effect(of(respiratory(hysteresis(is(more(pronounced(
















patients( exhibited( respiratory( hysteresis( in( the( order( of(mildBhysteretic( pattern(while(
the(rest(exhibited(monotonic(pattern.(Figure(5.12(displays(the(short(axis(view,(vertical(
long(axis(view,(and(polar(maps(of( two(clinical(cases( in(which(the(extent(of( respiratory(
heart(motion(estimated(by(both( the(abdomen(and( the(BW(signals(was(greater( than(2(
cm.(The(effect(of(respiratory(motion(correction(is(well(pronounced(in(both(the(corrected(




Minor(differences(suggestive(of(a(better(correction( in( the(quality(of( the(reconstructed(
slices( between( the( BW( signal( and( correction( employing( solely( the( abdominal(marker(




direction( for( the( abdomen( and( BW( signals,( global( differences,( and( regional( uptake(
changes(in(the(polar(maps(of(the(uncorrected(and(corrected(reconstructions(in(the(ten(
patient( studies.( Figure( 5.13(A)( outlines( the( extent( of( heart( motion( in( the( axial( as(
estimated(by(the(algorithm(before(correction.(The(respiratory(signals(from(the(abdomen(
and(the(BW(model(showed(no(significant(differences( in(estimating(the(extent(of(heart(
motion( (p=( 0.73).( Global( differences( (Figure( 5.13(B))( between( the( polar( maps( of( the(













Figure$ 5.13$ (ADC).$ shows$ the$ corresponding$ results$ for$ the$ extent$ of$ heart$motion$ estimated$ in$ axial$
direction$using$the$abdomen$(Abd)$and$BoucDWen$(BW)$signals,$global$differences,$and$regional$uptake$







motion( resulting( in(deteriorated(MPIBSPECT( images.(The(study(was(designed( to(assess(
the(effect(of(respiratory(hysteresis(and(its(correction(using(the(BW(model(by(validating(it(
in( phantom( simulations,( and( evaluating( it( on( the( clinical( MPIBSPECT( studies.( The(
simulations( reflect( a( broad( range( of( respiratory( characteristics( both( in( terms( of( the(
extent(of(axial(motion(and(the(extent(of(hysteresis.((
( Current(results(of(the(simulation(study(indicate(that(the(artifacts(stemming(from(
simulated( respiratory( hysteresis( are( more( pronounced( with( increased( depth( of(
respiration.( The( effect( of( respiratory( hysteresis( on( the( uniformity( between( the(
uncorrected( and( corrected( sets( was( smaller( for( the( monotonic( and( mildBhysteretic(
(Figure(5.9((A),((B))(and(greater(for(the(strong(hysteretic(patterns.((
( In( the( corresponding( polar(maps( of( the( simulated( perfusion( defect( phantoms,(
the( differences( between( the( uncorrected( and( corrected( sets( were( larger( for( the(
hysteresis(corrected(BW(respiratory(signal(compared(to(the(use(of(abdomen(respiratory(
signal,( mainly( in( the( anterior,( lateral,( and( inferior( wall( of( the( NCAT( phantom( (Figure(
5.11).( For( the( mildBhysteretic( pattern,( the( effect( of( correcting( respiratory( hysteresis(
using( the( BW( signal( resulted( in( slightly( smaller( errors( in( representing( the( perfusion(
defects(compared(to(the(those(corrected(using(the(abdomen(signal(but(not(statistically(
different.(The(residual(RM(as(observed( in( the(middle( respiratory(bins(of( the(abdomen(




loss(of(contrast( resulting( in( inaccurate(representation(of(perfusion(defects(despite( the(
RM(correction,(this(supposition(is(supported(by(the(quantitative(measurements((Figure(
5.11).( The( signal( from( the( chest( marker( performed( very( well( in( comparison( to( the(
signals( from( the( abdomen( and( the( BW( model( in( all( the( three( respiratory( patterns.(
However,( the(magnitude(of(chest( signal( is( low(thus(more(susceptible( to(body(motion.(
Relying(on(either( the(abdomen(or( chest(marker( signals( can( lead( to(erroneous( results.(
Thus( the(use(of( a(model( like(BW( is( beneficial( by( combining( the( information( from( the(
chest(and(the(abdomen(regions.(




the( comparative( analysis( of( the( patient( data( was( performed( for( the( reconstructions(
corrected(using(the(abdomen(and(the(BW(respiratory(signals.(((
( Our( evaluation( is( based( on( visual( observations( of( the( emission( images,( and(
quantitative( assessments( of( the( polar(maps.( Patient( cases( showed( significantly( larger(
differences( between( uncorrected( and( corrected( reconstructions.( The( quantitative(
measurements(of(the(polar(maps(were(found(to(be(in(good(agreement(with(our(visual(
observations.( The( differences( measured( in( the( quantitative( analysis( between( the(
corrected(reconstructions(using(the(abdomen(and(the(BW(signals(were(consistent(with(









( Through( realistic( simulations( of( TcB99m( sestamibi( MPI( SPECT( data,( we( have(





In(our( limited(set(of(clinical( studies,(a(minor( impact(of( this(method( is(observed( in( the(
reconstructed( slices( of( patients( studied( thus( far,( primarily( due( to( the( patient’s(
respiratory(pattern.(A(study(of(a(larger(population(of(patients(in(which(clinical(truth(as(to(
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( The( primary( focus( of( this( thesis( has( been(on(developing(methods( for( allowing(
reconstruction(of(quantitatively(accurate(respiratory(motionBcorrected(cardiac(emission(
images.( The( use( of( SPECT( emission( scans( to( make( good( motion( measurements( for(
cardiac(respiratory(motion(model(is(unsuitable(due(to(the(noisy(nature(of(the(data,(long(
acquisition( times,( and( the( relatively( poor( spatial( resolution.( Method( for( partitioning(
emission(scans( into(motionBlimited(bins(and(aligning(them(have(been( implemented(by(
several( authors.( However( the( effects( of( respiratory( hysteresis( have( not( previously(
received( as( much( attention,( despite( its( correction( being( needed( in( obtaining(
quantitatively(accurate(images.(The(principle(focus(of(this(work(was(in(the(development(
of( a(method( to( overcome( the( problem(of( hysteresis( to( create( a( system( that( robustly(
corrects( all( forms( of( patient( respiratoryBmotion( with( minimal( impact( on( clinical(
operation.(Due(to(the(high(temporal(and(spatial(resolution(of(MRI,(and(the(fact(that( it(
does(not(employ(ionizing(radiation,(it(was(used(to(obtain(the(truth(as(to(cardiac(motion(









( The( first( stage( of( the( project( was( to( investigate( the( behavior( of( respiratory(
motion( of( the( heart( and( how( it( correlates( with( external( surrogates( on( the( subject’s(
thoracic( and( abdomen( regions.( This( was( done( by( tracking( external( markers( on( the(
abdomen(and(chest(through(the(VTS(simultaneously(with(MRI(tracking(of(motion(of(the(
heart.( A( correlational( analysis( between( the( external( and( internal( motion( of( these(
locations(was(then(employed(to(explore(the(relationship(between(external(signals(and(
motion( of( the( heart.( Previous( findings( on( respiratory( hysteresis( had( been( published,(
however( these( did( not( report( on( the( relationship( between( the( external( and( internal(
motions.(Thus( this( investigation(was(required(to(understand(the(respiratory(hysteretic(






study(would( result( in( considerable( variation( in( the( SI( location(of( the(heart( in( the( listB
mode( events( placed( in( that( bin.( This( would( result( in( an( incomplete( correction( of(





diaphragm.( It( is( thus( potentially( a( means( to( indicate( the( presence( of( hysteresis( and(
could(be(useful(in(estimating(the(respiratory(motion(of(the(heart.(
The( focus( of( the( investigations( performed( in( the( rest( of( the( dissertation( work( was(
therefore(in(developing(a(method(to(estimate(heart(motion(by(correcting(for(respiratory(
hysteresis( such( that( quantitatively( accurate( cardiac( images( could( be( achieved( with(
subsequent(motionBcorrection.(
Chapter(4:(Development(of(motionBmodel(to(account(for(respiratory(hysteresis(
( Taking( into( account( the( observations(made( from( Chapter( 3,( an( approach(was(
proposed(that(involved(the(use(of(the(respiratory(information(from(both(the(chest(and(
the(abdomen(regions,(along(with(a(motion(model,(to(account(for(the(variations(between(
thoracic( and( abdominal( breathing( and( hence( the( hysteretic( and( irregular( breathing(
patterns.( The( BoucBWen( (BW)( model( of( hysteresis( was( used( as( a( motion( model( to(
account(for(hysteresis(and(estimate(a(signal(related(to(the(motion(of(the(heart(using(the(
respiratory( information( from(both( the( chest( and( the(abdomen( surrogates.( The(model(
uses( firstBorder( nonBlinear( differential( equations( to( account( for( the( hysteretic(
phenomenon(occurring(between(the(inspiration(and(expiration(phases,(and(at(the(same(
time(account(for(the(variations(occurring(within(and(between(the(respiratory(cycles.(
( An( initial( investigation( was( performed( using( the( BW( model( to( generate( a(
hysteresis(corrected(respiratory(motion(signal(and(compare(the(estimated(motions(with(
those(previously(obtained(for(the(heart(in(the(same(set(of(subjects.(The(performance(of(





of( the( heart.( The( correlation( of( the( signal( resulting( from( the( BW( model( showed(
consistently( strong( relationship(with( the( internal(motion( of( the( heart( for( a( variety( of(
respiratory( patterns( compared( to( the( correlations( of( the( abdomen( and( chest( signals.(
The( algorithm( developed( provided( a( valuable( tool( for(more( robust( estimation( of( the(
heart(motion(hence(improved(motion(correction.((
Chapter(5:(Correction(and(evaluation(of(respiratory(hysteresis((
( The( final( stage( of( the( overall( process( was( assessing( the( effect( of( respiratoryB
hysteresis( and( its( correction( using( the( BW( model.( This( was( done( through( phantom(
simulations,( in( which( case( the( groundBtruth( is( known.( Using( simulated( SPECT( studies(
based( on( the( NCAT( phantom,( the( problem( caused( by( respiratory( hysteresis( and( the(
utility(of(the(proposed(method(in(diminishing(this(error(is(demonstrated(in(this(chapter.(
The(chapter(illustrated(the(ability(of(the(developed(method(to(correct(the(effects(caused(
by( respiratory(hysteresis( in( shortBaxis( slices(and(polar(maps(of( the(NCAT(phantom( for(
cases(with(1B2(cm(amplitudes(of( respiratory(motion(with(monotonic,(mild,(and(strong(
hysteretic( respiratory( patterns.( Qualitative( and( quantitative( differences( between(







( In( ten( cardiacBperfusion( patients,( with( respiratory( motion( of( 1B2.5( cm,( the(





1. Acquire( an(MPIBSPECT( study( using( the( listBmode( option( synchronized(with( the(
respiratory(sensor(signals(from(the(thoracic(and(abdomen(regions.(
2. Categorize(the(respiratory(pattern(into(monotonic(or(hysteretic(based(on(the(HB(















8. Perform( rigidBbody( sixBdegreeBofBfreedom( registration( on( the( heart( region(
between( the( reference(bin( (center)( set(of( slices(and( the(other( sets(of( slices( to(
calculate(the(motion(estimates.((





• The( hysteresis( between( the(markers( of( the( chest( and( the( abdomen( correlates(
with(superiorBinferior((SI)(motion(of(the(heart(during(respiration.((
• The(hysteretic( respiratory( patterns( vary( between( respiratory( cycles(within( and(
between(individuals.(
























The(testing(of( the(BW(model( to(correct( for( respiratory(hysteresis(was(performed(with(
SPECT(datasets,(further(tests(would(be(needed(determine(the(effects(of(its(application(in(
other(areas(such(as(lung(tumors(which(exhibit(a(similar(hysteretic(phenomenon(and(in(
imaging(modalities(with( higher( spatial( resolution( such( as( PET,(MRI,( CT,( etc.(With( the(
advent( of( hybrid( systems( such( as( simultaneous( PET/MR( and( SPECT/MR( one( could(
perform(motionBcorrection(directly(using(the(true(motion(of(the(heart(without(the(need(
for( external( surrogates’( correlation.( However,( the( technique( developed( here( could(
provide(a(valuable(tool(for(respiratory(motion(correction(in(standBalone(cardiac(emission(
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